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/et needed her privacy.

Then Hunter Douglas showed her 
something she had never seen before.
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embraced the power of light in 

a sheer window dressing, without 
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Call 1-800-205-8225 for
free design brochure as we 

; the location of your nearest 

Hunter Douglas retailer.
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AJiuBtaUe fabri Soft, sheer fabric front

HunterDouqIas
WINDOW FASHIONS

C H A 11 Gj 1 I I q THE WORLD. OllE WIlIDOW AT A TIME.
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HONTBIANC
In times that are

changing ever faster, we need things 
which preserve the moment.

Meisterstiick 149
Handcrafted with 18K gold nih.

595 AAADISON AVE., NEW YO»<, NY • CCHBY PLACE, BOSTON, MA • THE AAAIL AT SHOlfT HIL^, f^l • ROOSEVELT FIEID, GARDEN CfTY, NY • ALA MOANA CENTER, HONOLULU, HI 
900 N. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, IL • 151 BLOC* ST. WEST, TCWONTO • SOMERSET COLLECTION, TROY, Ml ♦ 120 GRANT AVE., SAN FRANCISCO, CA • S. COAST PLAZA, COSTA MESA, CA 

OPENING SOON: LENOX SQUARE. ATLANTA, GA • WESTLAKE CENTER. SEATTLE, WA • 1054 ASHFORD AVENUE, SAN JUAN, PR 
THE SHOPS AT SELECT BLOOMINGDALE'S, AAARSHAli FIEID'S, NEIMAN MARCUS AND SAKS FIFTH AVENUE

1-800-995-4810



■ THE ART OF PERFORMANCE; THE MAKING OF A LEGENDARY CLASSIC.

Movado watches 
ore exhibited in 
these museums 
oround the world:

StQotliches Museum 
for ongewandte Kunst, 
"Neue Sommlung",
Munich, Geimony

Museum Modeme Kunst 
Vienno, Austria

Museo de Arte Modemo
Begotd, Colombia

Museum Boymons-von 
Beuningen, Rotterdam, 
The Netherlands

Museo de Arte 
Contempordneo,
Carocos, Venezuelo

Finnish Museum of 
Horology,
Espool/Heisinki

Sezon Museum of Art 
Tokyo,Jopon

Museum of Decorative Art 
Copenhogen, Denmark

American Ballet Theatre is recognizeci 
as one of the great dance companies of 
the world. (Pictured: Paloma Herrera 
in Don Quixote, photographed by 
Nancy Ellison.)
The Movado Watch Company is 
proud of its long-term commitment 
to the arts and its role as a principal 
benefactor of this outstanding ballet 
ensemble.

Museo de Bellas Aries
Bilboo, Spoin

Design Museum
London, England

Kowosoki City Museum 
Kawasaki, Japan

Victoria ond Albert 
Museum,
London, England

Museum Ludwig 
Cologne, Germany

Museum Beyer 
Zurich, Switzerlond

Museu de Arte 
de Sao Poulo,
Soo Paulo, Brazil

The Museum Sports Edition Bracelet 
Watch. Solid T8 karat gold bezel set 
with diamonds. Brushed stainless 
steel case and bracelet with 18 karat 
gold micron finish dots. Swiss quartz. 
Sapphire crystal. Deployment clasp. 
Water resistant. Hers, $2495.

MOVADQbloDmingdQle's The Museum®Watch.
s w s s
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Contents for May

‘It giveth unto all lovers courage, 
that lusty month of May

-SIR THOMAS MALORY,
LE MORTE D'ARTHUR

MODERN MAGIC
COVER: -LOFTY AMBITIONS ... SERENE 

SOLUTIONS," PAGE 114, 
PHOTOGRAPHED BY TODD EBERLE

FEATURES

91 Lighthouse Keeping
Inspired by the beauty of his own lighthouse on a remote 

island in Maine, painter Jamie "'^eth is safeguarding 
the restoration of other coastal treasures, by suzanne slesin

102 New Digs for Old Masters
A young connoisseur works with gallery owner Khalil 

Rizk to create an apartment that complements 
a collection of drawings and ceramics, by carol vogel

110 Mogul Home
The latest Hollywood must-have is the 

designer trailer. Thierry Despont’s for producer Joel 
Silver puts power on location, by james reginato

114 Lofty Ambitions... Serene Solutions
Architect Lee Mindel creates a penthouse that’s a river- 
to-river tribute to the Manhattan skyline, by wendy moonan

126 Charge It
Carlyne Cerf de Dudzeele's apartment is suffused with 
hot color and filled with the chic luxuries she adores.
BY SUZANNE SLESIN

132 erin Between
Calm after the storm. An atrium and courtyard 
rise from fire-scorched earth.

1 ^4 The Outsiders
Garden furniture takes its rightful place in the sim.
BY INGRID ABRAMOVITCH

140 Glorious Profusion
Ignoring the vogue for native plants in austere settings, 
Santa Barbara designer Gary Fredricks 
chooses old-fashioned luxury, by diana ketcham

Garden of
150 Sources
Where to buy everything

Sweets:
Chocolate Bars

and Candy 156 CrAnother Thing
Before we go...



As I See It, #31 in a scries 
Sheik Metzner
'7 Love ]( When You Knead Me’’ 
Color Photography/Fresson Print

THE BOLD LOOK

OF KOHLER
Sounds good? It feels better. Our unique Vigora™ whirlpool delivers the supreme luxury of a bliss
ful, mind-mending neck and back massage. Simply slide in and let those strategically placed jets 
(there are even two hidden in the pillow) do their stuff. Tension? Never heard of it. See the 
Yellow Pages for a KOHLER® Registered Showroom, or call l-800'4-KOHLER,ext. NR5 to order 
product literature, www.kohlerco.com
©1997 by Kohlar Co. All rights reserved.



The La Scala Collection

Eclectic by design...elegant by
definition...La Scala by Bernhardt
is reminiscent of grand I8th
century Italian villas and romantic
French chateaux. La Scala is a
collection of living room
dining room and bedroom
furnishings, hallmarked by
graceful shaping and rich

shown here, a statelycarvings
anopy bed, lavish with graceful

scrolls and reeding, tudor rose 
and shell carvings. Each unique 
piece is meticulously crafted of the 
finest maple and cherry cabinet
hardwoods and veneers

La Scala is available nationwide
through your interior designer.
Bernhardt is a 108-year-old
maker of fine wood and
upholstered furniture, from
traditional to contemporary. 
For additional information call
1-800-922-4118 or
visit our web site at 
http'.Hwww. bernhardtfurniture.com

Furniture Makers Since 1889

BERNHARDT

BERN]
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DEPARTMENTS

18 Welcome
Editor’s Letter by dominique browning

31 Domestic Bliss
MAD ABOUT MUDROOMS 

Devoted to what’s happening at home 
From Mudrooms, Matelasse by Mail, and Citronella Candles 

to what Mark Hampton keeps in his fridge, by dan shaw

49 Hunting & Gathering
We went shopping for: high-fashion china; glass pitchers
in all shapes; spring fabrics for pillows; and the
perfect pots for plants. We also clue you in on What’s News.

63 Object Lesson
CEILING FANS They ate almost as old as the lightbtilb, 
but they have never been cooler, by ingrid abramovitch

70 Sketches
THE FRENCH LINE Jacqucs Grange designs his first 
American collection for the John Widdicomb Company.
BY SUZANNE SLESIN63

74 f^ig
FRESH FRUIT Dwarf fruit trees are small 

enough to grow in pots, turning any 
room into an orchard, by tom Christopher

78 Art & Craft
INNER LIGHT For more than fortyyears, 

Rudolf Staffel has given spirit a 
material form in his vases, by arthur c. danto

82 Dealer’s Choice
STROKES OF GENIUS A six-foldJapanese Screen from 

the eighteenth century gives the natural world 

an abstract and ethereal glow, BY JAMES REGINATO

84 Uncorked
THE CULT OF coNDRiEU Devotees ofwinc 
from the Viognier grape are drawn to its 
unforgettable fragrance and famous fragility.
BY JAY MCINERNEY

88 Past Perfect
APRIL 1958 The “Living Garage” is designed 
to celebrate cars as full-fledged family members.
BY VERONIQUE VIENNE
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TAGHeuerSWISS MADE SINCE 1860

® 1997 TAG Heuer USA

SUCCESS.
T'S A

MIND

GAME.

BAILEY BANKS & BIDDLE
Select locations nationwide 1-800-651-4BBB 6000 Chronometer Series.



THE BAGNO LIGHTING AND MIRROR COLLECTION

FLOS USA INC. 200 MCKAY ROAD HUNTINGTON STATION NEW YORK 117H6 TEL 516 5li9 2745 FAX 516 549 4220

1 800 939 3567



//»/■/■ (212) 308 3554USA FLAGSHIP SHOWROOM MANHATTAN

NAPLES .T/oruAr (9-il) 263 4699 

~ CHICAGO (312) 755 9023
GREENWICH (>‘i}n/,rclit'i,l (203) 869 ’’■*‘*8 

SAN DIEGO (u/A/fj/■///'(/ (619) 581 9400
FORT LAUDERDALE ■TA>r//Ar (954) 923 2688

USA RECOMMENDED SHOWROOMS - 
PHILADELPHIA (215) 557 8550

EAST HAMPTON . \rio J/or/i (516) 329 0000 
ATLANTA Z/rv^/y/V/ (404) 816 7275 

LOS ANGELES (>oA'/a/■///a (310) 289 4901

INTERNATIONAL HEAD OFFICE ENGLAND Oil 44 1270 623 333
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B&B Italia, The choice for quality, harmony and modern living.

BmHarry, designed by Antonio Citterio.
To reach the dealer nearest you call 800-872-1697

fiiso available through Archltecte and Interiors Designers. Timeless and Treasured



WELCOME

I
T HAPPENED IN THE GARDEN.

Texas. I was home from work too early: sick with flu. It was a fine winter day, as I 
recall, the kind you get in Texas. Balmy. As soon as the sitter saw me, she went home; 
she, too, was sick. So I was alone with the baby. My fifteen-month-old, first-born son. 

Still in office mode, busy, bossy, restless, I herded him and eighty toys into the 
f backyard, thinking the sunshine would do us good. My son was always cheerfully tolerant of my

suggestions for Things To Do, but he usually ignored me and went his own way. That afternoon 
. was no different. As he firmly toddled off to poke with a stick at a clump of grass, I felt my tem-
v/ perature rise and then thought, Relax. Take a seat.
? The seat was actually a long, heavy wooden

bench—the classic English sort to which I always 
bring lots of cushions. I can never part with it, and it is 

as difficult and wonderful to have in my life as my piano, 
for like the piano, I must haul it from house to house, 

garden to garden, and always find a place for it, because it 
can never be replaced. The teak is silvered with age, green 

in spots with lichen, rubbed by bodies, bleached by rain, 
snow, sun, stained with wine and finger paints, nicked and 
bruised by errant wagons, lawn mowers, tree limbs ... its 
patina our history. The bench sat under a large wooden per
gola, which was supported by six massive, round, stuccoed 
columns resting on a slabby floor of yellow limestone. At 
the foot of each column I had planted clematis and trum
pet vine, ‘Mme. Galen’; the young sprouts were making 
their speedy way up. I lay down on the bench and watched 
my son, busy and quietly absorbed. He wandered nearer, 
and I began again, reflexively, nervously, uselessly, to won
der how I would keep him entertained in my weakened 
state. But something caught his eye as he approached, so 
he, too, took a seat, squatting, with his lit
tle back against a sturdy bench leg.

I saw that he had found a lizard, a tiny 
thing, vivid green, ruby-throated, its long, 
thin, padded toes gripping the column, its 
body absorbing the heat of sun on stucco.
“Lizard,” I said, helpfully My son ignored me.
He wasn’t much of a conversationalist. To be 
honest, he’d hardly started talking at all. That 
was something else to fret about. “Bench,” I 
went on, determined. Still working it. “Plant.
Dirt. Lizard. Boy” (The last just an excuse for 
a little nudge into the baby’s irresistible chub
biness.) He did not take his eyes off the lizard.
I finally realized he was spellbound, and I 
shut up. The lizard’s sides pulsated with life.

.1^

in and out. My child breathed in and out. I breathed in and out. 
No one moved. Time passed us by I felt the last of the day’s ten
sion ease out of my body

Those moments on the garden bench came back to me as I 
looked at all the furniture contributing editor Paul Fortune 
pulled together for our story “The Outsiders.” I was taken 
with the idea that gardening has to be as much about con
templation as it is about tilling and toiling. Mental tilling, 
perhaps. A way to slow down time, for yourself, or for you and 
someone else, so that you can reconnect with something 
deeper, something that lies under and around the day-to-day- 
something, perhaps, in one another. Turning things over, 
quietly thinking, in a place that gives you a peaceful corner 
for just such a moment or two. A place, a seat in a place, in 
which you are comfortable and free enough simply to let go.

My own reverie that Texas afternoon was shattered by a 
wild shriek from my son, who rocketed up and threw his 
arms skyward. I was certain he’d been stung by a bee. But his 
cries were joyful. As I swept him into my arms, he pointed at 
the lizard skittering up the column, and the words came 

tumbling out. “Bye-bye, lizard! Bye-bye!” 
What a triumph.

See? How could I ever stop lugging that § 
bench around? I would carry it to the ends “ 
of the earth. It isn’t just a piece of furniture. 5 
It helped me stop time. How grateful I am. | 
I caught a first bloom from my late bloomer 5 
in that garden. 1 paused, in the embrace of I 
that bench, enough to take in the moment, « 

and it is mine forever. I
t

8
Dominique Browning, editor
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Lunettes Combinees
24K gold finish,

A new collection of Jewelry Eyewear.

1 5 0 YEAR HISTORY AND ROMANCE

Davante
Forum Shops at Caesars 

Las Vegas, NV
(702) 737-8585 (800) 574-8585

Au Courant
Bal Harbour Shops 

Bal Harbour, FL 
(305) 866-2020

Leonard Poll
40 West 55™ Street 

New York, NY 
(212) 246-4452

Optica Boston
Prudential Center 

Boston, M A 
(617) 375-7978
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FLOOR SAMPLE SALE
NEW YORK

Wednesday 14th thro ugl\

Monday 19th May

NEW YORK
73 SPRING STREET NEW YORK NY 10012

Tel: (111) 226-4747 Fax: (111) 226-4868

FRANCISCOSANANGELES MIAMI
AGNES BOURNE INC.MONICA JAMES & CO. 

140 N.E. 40/A STREET

VENTURA KNIGHT

TWO HENRY ADAMS STREET§687 MELROSE AVENUE SUITE G770 MIAMI FL 33137

SHOWROOM 220 SAN FRANCISCO CA 94103 

Fax: C415) 626-2489

Tel: f305) 576-6222 Fax: (305) 576-0975LOS ANGELES CA 90069

Tel: ('415) 626-6883Tel: (3 10) 358-1130 Fax: (310) 358-1133

http://www.georgesmith.com
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LARSON-JUHL
CUSTOM FRAMES THE BEAUTY OF YOUR HOME

'4.•VrJ,
V2y\

A great frame does more than beautify the art it surrounds. It touches 
the entire room, adding elegance and personal style. For the best in 

custom frames, ask your framer to see the Larson-Juhl Collection.

SHOWN: “imperial" FRAME. THROUGH CUSTOM FRAMERS AND DESIGNERS.

♦

ADDING ARTISTRY TO ART 
WARMTH TO LIVING
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Nima" Oe${rt
Maize AS SHOWN. 

Also available 

IN MOSS.
Standaro sizes 
3'x5’ TO 12’Xl6'. 

Custom sizes

AND RUNNERS
UPTo20'x28’

Nima" Snowfielei
Bronze AS .SHOWN. 
Also available 
IN TEAL. Custom 
S17ES UP to 20'x28'

Nima* Horizon
Bronze as 

SHOWN. Also

AVAILABLE
IN yellow; 

ORANGE, PLUM, 
GRAPHITE, 

TEAL AND TOAST.
Custom sizes 

UP TO 20’x28’

Nima" Tundra
Tomato as shown. 
Also available in

GRASS GREEN, PLUM. 
TURQUOISE, IVORY, 
MOSS AND CLARET.
Custom sizes and

RUNNERS UP TO 
20’x28’

C 1997 ODECASD. INC.

After all, origikality is what interior design is all about.
Original handknotted Tibetan rugs. Exclusive designs. The finest handspun wool. 

And the purest colors on earth. Anything iess is exactly that.

ODEGARD
Kare OritfiriHl Tibetan CarpetM

Atlanta, Designer Carpets (404) 262-1720; Austin, Creative Flooring Resources (512) 478-3010; Birmii^am, MI, Hagopian 
(810) 646-7847; Boston, Steven King (617) 426-3302; Chicago, Jorian (312) 670-0120; Cincinnati, Overseas Rug Co. 
(513) 241-7220; Dania FL, Gershon Carpet Inc. (954) 925-7299; Dallas, Interior Resources (214) 744-5740; Denver, 
Rug Source (303) 87T8034; Durham, NC, Fargo-Hanna (919) 419-0963; Houston, Creative Flooring Resources, 
(713) 522-1181; Los Angeles, J. Iloulian Rugs (213) 65T1444; Memphis, Zaven Kish (901) 327-4422; Mill Valley, 
CA, Alexander’s (415) 383-3908; Minneapolis, Weskuske (612) 339-6030; Naples, Designer's Rug Center (941) 434-9584; 
New Orleans, Jacqueline Vance (504) 891-3304; Philadelphia, Persians Ltd. (215) 564-3159; Salt Lake City, 
Regency Royale (801) 575-6525; San Antonio, Carpet and Flooring Materials (210)344-7678; San Francisco, 
Alexander’s(415) 626-8430; Scottsdale, David Adler Oriental Rugs (602) 941-2995; Seattle, Pande Cameron (800) 624-6273

The New York Design Center 200 Lexington Ave. Suite 1206 phone 212 545-0069 fax 212 545-0298 
The Washington Design Center 300 D Street Space 322 phone 202 484-5888 fax 202 484-6077



J. SEWARD JOHNSON, JR.

There, Now You Can Grow Bronze, Life-size

Current Exhibitions 
Chicago, IL 

Los Angeles, CA 
Mexico City, Mexico 

Mont Pelerin, Switzerland

SCULPTURE PLACEMENT, LTD.

P.o. BOX 9709, WASHINGTON. D.C. 2001 6
TELEPHONE 202.362.9310 FACSIMILE 202.986.0336

Catalog Available
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Through Interior Designers 
and Architects

BENCH-DISOASS
FABRIC-15877-19*

FABRICS • FURNITURE « WALLCOVERINGS * TRIMMINGS *From the Biltmore Estate Collection

225 Centrol Avenue South « Bethpage, NY 11714 • 516-293-2000
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M A R T E
R E N E C E S S I TTHE B A

Our Soft & Cozy sheets are 100% cotton and pre-washed for extra softness. 
And don’t you just hate morning people, anyway.

More? 1-800-458-3000
WWW.martex.com

Look for Martex products at

JCPenney



A sporty
mudroom in
Amagansett,
New York,
designed by
architect Daniel
Romualdez.

Laden with garden tools, jackets, sports equipment, and symbolism, mudrooms are 

the nerve centers of overachieving households. These megaclosets are a necessity 
and luxury, the improbable objects of lust, envy, and architects’ attention. Also this 

month, we inspect decorator Mark Hampton's refrigerator, order Ralph Lauren 
fabrics from a catalogue, and shop for annuals with The 20-Minute Gardener

3J
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CULTIVATING AN IMAGE PUMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE
Even when your garden The Bicycle Institute of
isn't blooming, a mud- America said bike usage is 

at an all-time high; 4,9 millionroom’s contents let friends w
people make a two-wheel
commute: 25 million ride

mountain bikes or hybrids.

' TIP-OFFS Every hat has a
'Ai subtext; draw your own con-
?li elusions about a baseball

cap from Boston’s Museum
'■<1 ^ of Fine Arts ($15.95) and

the official garden hat of the
American Horticultural

Society ($22.95) sold by
Delaware River Trading Co.THE RIGHT STUFF

A leather-trimmed shooting
stick (about $210) from

Asprey, purveyors to the
Royal Family, unfolds to pro
vide seating on the moors or

sport requires special Mr •jViiin your backyard, where you Kclothes and equipment. tiiULcan admire the perennials.
To wit: Nike Inc.’s sales
have grown from $1.2

be seen when not being used.

OCCER MOMS, who made their mark on the political land
scape last election season, are altering the domestic landscape, 
too. Fed up with cleats, sneakers, helmets, jackets, knapsacks, 
rackets, umbrellas, bats, and balls clogging closets, hallways, 

and garages, they arc remaking the mudroom, transforming side and 
back entrances into status-laden showcases for the family's sports

a public approach,” says New 
York architect Larry Bogdanow.
“It becomes important that it 
look like something.”

In some social circles, 
the mudroom functions as 
a cultural Rorschach test— 
a quicker way to assess one’s 
neighbors’ tastes than cruising 
their bookshelves. “Often, it’s 
your first impression of the 
house,” says Long Island deco
rator Sherrill Canet, explaining

S
BEAN THERE, 

DONE THAT

Mudroom owners are 
mail-order fanatics. Some 

favorites besides l . l . b e a n 

(800-221-4221) are:
SHAKER WORKSHOPS

(800-840-9121)
DELAWARE RIVER 

TRADING CO.
(80O-732-4J91)

THE URBAN GARDENER

(800-998-7^90)
BAY TREE TRADING

(0II-44-II4-28S-4S2S)
GARDENERS EDEN

(800-822-9600)
VERMONT COUNTRY STORE

(802-962-2400)
EDDIE BAUER HOME

(800-426-8020)

why people are getting so 
fussy about mudroom decor. 
“It gives you an indication 
of what’s to come.” Says 
New York architect Debra 
Wassman: “The mudroom 
reflects how you live your life 
more than the front hall.”

The mudrooming of America 
is another trend brou^t to you 
by baby boomers (and their 
children). “All my clients 
request mudrooms,” says

equipment, gardening tools, 
and designer outerwear,

“The mudroom has 
replaced the front door for 
many families,” says Maryland 
architect Mark Meinturff “In 
most homes, it has become 
the main entrance.” For many 
households, the mudroom is 
also—except on the most for
mal occasions—the threshold 
for guests. “It used to be a pri
vate entrance, but now it’s also
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*Domestic Bliss'
Wassman. “People don’t want 
a house without one,” says 
architect Lester Walker, 
author of American Shelter: An 
Illustrated Encyclopedia of the 
American Home. “It’s critical 
now.” After all, families have 
more stuff than they used to: 
an explosion of footwear, a 
different jacket for nearly 
every activit>; plus ’90s mu.st- 
havcs like Rollerblades, snow
boards, and recycling bins.

“The consumption culture 
has created these objects, and 
the sum of these objects has 
created the need for a room 
to keep them in,” says Eugene 
Halton, a professor of sociolc^ 
at Notre Dame and coauthor 
of The Meaning of Things: 
Domestic Symbols and the Self 
“It’s a form of conspicuous 
waste that you have so many 
pairs of shoes you need to 
keep out of the house.”

It’s also a form of conspicu
ous consumption, which is why 
[>eople pay decorators like Greg 

Jordan to design mud- 
rooms as if they were liv
ing rooms. "We're doing a 
mudroom now that’s the

size of a three-car garage,” 
Jordan, who frequently works 
in horsey Millbrook, New 
York. He has put antiques of 
varying provenance—a 
Georgian settee, a Welsh 
dresser—into mudrooms. “Of 
course there have to be lots of 
pegs and hooks, but there also

Chester, Vermont, finds that 
weekend homeowners 
care more about how their 
mudrooms look than locals 
do. “The second-home people 
want ail their stuff out and 
want it to look great,” she 
says. “But the people who 
live here year-round are not

Dean & DeLuca gourmet 
shops and who has a photo
genic mudroom-cum-pantry 
at his weekend house on Long 
Island. “It's understanding that 
decorating a house does not 
end with a pillow."

With mudrooms, neatness 
counts. “Our clients are con
cerned about organizing their 
kids’ stuff^" New York 
designer William Diamond, 
who often has custom cabinets 
built with children’s names 
painted on them. “They want 
things to be accessible and 
look good too.” After all, a 
sloppy mudroom can be humil
iating. “The potentially chaotic 
environment of the mudroom 
can threaten one’s self-image,” 
notc.s Mark CTOttdiener, a 
professor of sociology at 
SUNY Buffalo and author 
of The Theming of America. 
“Unless the room is designed, 
it can be misinterpreted as just 
a messy room filled with 
muddy shoes and boots," liic.?

‘"Mudrooms are becoming 
fancier and more refined. 

They reflect how you live your 
life more than front halls

— 'Debra “Wassmas, Trvmbull qArchstects

has to be a closet with a door, 
because not all your coats look 
great hanging about.” Keeping 
up appearances is important in 
a mudroom. “I like to put in 
Oriental rugs," says Jordan. 
“Tbcy’re sturdy and they don’t 
show dirt."

Rose Ann Humphrey, an 
interior designer in Man-

enchanted by looking at their 
skis and boots.”

For decorating junkies, 
creating mudroom tableaux 
is both essential and second 
nature. “It’s not being afraid 
of what you live with,” says Jack 
Ccglic, who helped redefine 
the display of foodstuffs with 
his design .schemes for the

RAIN OR SHINE Herm^ 1|
s umbrellas ($425) are a / 

subtle status symbol, ft
REST AREA Seating, such 
as the Shaker Workshops’ 

meeting house bench 
($525 assembled), is essen

tial for removing boots.
! /

Ifi
BLADE RUNNERS
2.5 million in-line
skates were sold
in 1991; the figure EEASY OFF This boot- 

jack and scraper 
(about $48) from 
Bay Tree Trading 

Company in Sheffield, 
England, doubles as 
a conversation piece 

for the uninitiated.

HOLD EVERYTHING
Baskets, like these » 

from Gardeners Eden, 
are good for organizing 

children's stuff.

soared to 7.2 million
in 1995, according to
the National Sporting
Goods Association.

■■■y.

WARM UP Radiant heating 
systems, which circulate 

warm water beneath the floor, 
are a luxury—and hasten 
the drying of wet boots.

COLD COMFORT An alternative to
wellies: only the cognoscenti know ■ 
about Le Chameau's Vierzonord I 

neoprene-lined rubber boots ($199) I 
made by hand in Pont D'Ouiiiy and I 

Chateau Villain, France—that ■
insulate your feet against die cold. | ■

FLOOR ME Mud-resistant 
stone or tile floors, like 
these French tiles from 

Pans Ceramics, are a must.
- K

liftj



HIGH POINT, TROY, DANIA LAGUNA NIGUEL, WASHINGTON D.C., MINNEAPOLIS PHILADELPHIA, BOSTON, PARIS
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JIbuse ^^R^ies

HAMPTON’S HABITS
NAME: Mark Hampton

RESUME: Interior designer 
whose clients have included 
George and Barbara Bush, 
Brooke Astor, Henry Kravis, 
and Pamela IJarriman

FAMILY: Wife, Duane. 
Daughters, Akxa and Kate

PRIMARY RESIDENCE;

New York City apartment

THE FIRST THING I DO 

WHEN I WAKE UP IN THE

MORNING: Brush my teeth

I CAN’T GO TO SLEEP WITH- 

OUT CHECKING: The lights 
and being sure that everything 
will look nice and tidy when I 
wake up

MY REFRIGERATOR IS 
ALWAYS STOCKED WITH: Eggy,

bacon, sausage, ice cream, white 
wine, English muffins, butter

MY FAVORITE PLACE TO

READ XS-. A comfortable chair 
with a g)od li^t

MY FAVORITE FLOWER IS:

A big blowsy rose or a big 
fragrant lily

I SLEEP ON: Reallygoodcotton 
sheets and down pillows only

MY LIVING ROOM IS VACU

UMED BY: An Electrolux

THE MOST-USED ROOM IN 

MY HOUSE IS: Ourbedroom. 
It's very beautiful.

THE COLOR THAT MAKES 
ME MOST HAPPY IS: I CanUOt

single out one.

THE COLOR I TRY TO AVOID

IS: Magenta

THE WORK OF ART I’D MOST 

LOVE TO HAVE IN MY HOME

I s: ^ Titian portrait of someone 
marvelous-looking

business of ^Hss

MY DREAM HOUSE IS:

A Palladian villaMAIL-ORDER MATELASSE
One Monday night not long ago, 1 called 1-800-213-6366 and ordered 
fifteen yards of upholstery fabric—three yards each of Marfii, a 
saffron-colored elephant pattern ($50.99 a yard); Manon, a tattersall 
plaid matelasse ($22.99 a yard): Rosewood Vintage, a washed-biue 
fiorai, and the coordinating Simsbury Stripe Vintage (both $13.99 a 
yard); and Huntsviiie, an exuberant fruit pattern ($12.99 a yard), ail 
shown above. By noon on Wednesday. 1 was ready to make pillows.

1 was anonymously testing Caiico Comers's year-oid mail-order 
catalogue to see if hassie-free fabric shopping is possible. And it 
is. The service is a biessing for neurotics who can’t bear to watch 
fabric being cut from a boit because of the irrevocability of the 
process; all catalogue fabric purchases can be returned—no 
questions asked—as long as the fabrics remain in their originai 
condition and original length. The catalogue itself is filled with 
surprises, inciuding a selection from Ralph Lauren Fabrics, the 
designer's new collection of 158 fabrics, which are soid at aii 97 
Caiico Comers stores around the country. There are also veivets, 
sheers, twiiis, siiks, and toiles—aimost everything buf caiico. "Our 
name is sort of hokey and doesn’t reflect the merchandise you’ll 
find in our stores,” says Jan Jessup, vice president of marketing.

The thirty-two-page catalogue only hints at the stores’ offer
ings. Whiie maii-order shoppers can also choose from twenty 
pieces of furniture—ottomans, wing chairs, sofas—with custom 
upholstery, store customers can seiect from 200 furniture styies 
and 2,500 in-stock fabrics (most of which are sold at discounted 
prices). What's more, stores can arrange to have window treat
ments. slipcovers, bedding ensembles, and pillows made any 
way you wish. Says Jessup: "We think we offer the ultimate in 
personalized decorating."

A HOUSE IS NOT A HOME

UNLESS: The occupants love 
the rituals of keeping house and 
have some warmth and taste
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Judy Naftulin,
top, and Joan
Evans, left.
run eclectic,
accessible, and
elegant shops
in Lambertville,
New Jersey, a
Victorian town
with more than 50 
antiques stores.SOPHISTICATED LADIES

Antiques-and-design stores in 
picturesque country villages 
are invariably too quaint or 
precious. But the shops that 
Judy Naftulin and Joan Evans 
own in Lambertville, New 
Jersey, are happy exceptions. 
Two veterans of the East 
Coast antiques-show circuit, 
they decided last fall to open 
shops down the street from

each another in this 
Victorian town on 

the banks of

the Delaware River. Both 
women have a knack for cre
ating spare, judiciously edited 
displays and offer pieces from 
England, France, and the 
United States. Naftulin’s 
recent stock included a set 
of four leather 1920s French 
game chairs ($3,800), 
teenth-century butterfly net 
($350), and silver-plated 
champagne buckets from 
New York’s Roosevelt Hotel 
($75). “I carry some inexpen

sive pieces so you can take 
something home with you,” 
says Naftulin. “But I don’t 
want to be a gift shop. I won’t 
start selling candles.”

Neither will Evans, whose 
capacious shop is more garden- 
oriented. It is filled with 
quirky things like framed 
watercolors of insects painted 
on silk ($900 for a set of four), 
glazed clay marbles from 
England ($110), and terra
cotta and zinc nineteenth-

century garden statues 
($2,ooo-$4,ooo).

Their stores are almost too 
sophisticated for the neighbor
hood, which is why the women 
long for city visitors, who don’t 
usually think of Lambertville 
as a source for sophisticated 
design. “People will go to 
Connecticut for antiques with
out thinking twice,” Naftulin 
laments. “But getting them to 
New Jersey is like getting them 
to go to Bangladesh.”

a nine-

Decorating d la Mode
Peitiaps you don’t know Georges Croci in the fourteenth arrondissement of Paris, who, for a moder
ate price, will repair any antique clock or watch movement; or that Monique Duchateau on the rue 
Casimir-Perier is the person to go to for the restoration of watercolors and gouaches. Tout Paris:
The Source Guide to the Art of French Decoration provides this information among listings of mar
quetry workers, rattan-furniture dealers, and wallpaper consultants. Organized by category (wine- 
cellar equipment, lighting, bookbinding, and restoration), then by specialty (gilders, lacquerers,

I wood-carvers), each entry offers address, phone and fax numbers, and a description of services, 
\ including prices and whether English is spoken. So should you want a fabric showroom with a 
\ "remarkable selection of Toiles de Jouy" or wish to wander through the flea market that has the 
J best selection of porcelain, this guide will help you bring le tout Paris home. —HOPE MEYERS

HouseGarden • may 1997
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Baume & Mercier & Me

i
18K gold jewelry watch, High-precision quartz movement. 

Scratch-resistant synthetic sapphire crystal. Water-resistant to 99 feet. 
(Enlarged for detail)

Baume & Mercier
GENEVE

Bromberg’s

Alabama's Jeweler since 1836
Mountain Brook 
205-871-3276

Riverchase Galleria 
205-987-4949

Montgomery
334-281-1595

Tuscaloosa
205-345-0584
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A BOTANICAL BAEDEKER

When you travel, pack a copy of
THE GARDEN TOURIST; A GUIDE TO 

GARDEN TOURS. GARDEN DAYS, SHOWS

AND SPECIAL EVENTS (The Garden 
TouristPress, $iy.9^).If you’re L
planning a trip in May. the book * 
will clue you in to timely events 
like the Glorious Gardens tour in 
Birmingham, AL, and the Spring 
Garden Tour in Palo Alto, CA.

Sacred Territory
With cooperation from 
the government and the 
Church of Cyprus, the 
Menil Foundation financed 
the frescoes’ restoration 
and the reconstruction of 
the twenty-six pieces of the 
dome and the twelve frag
ments of the apse.

The building itself evokes 
the frescoes’ unique hi.story, 
A concrete shell envelops 
a fragmented, freestanding 
glass structure. It is a 
reminder of the frescoes’ 
mutilation as well as a con
temporary version of a 
reliquary box, a traditional 
container for sacred objects. 
Moreover, the glass panels 
replicate the dimensions 
and spatial relationships of 
the Church at Lysi, linking 
the new sacred space with 
its historical antecedent.
In all senses, the results are 
awe-inspiring.

It seems to be a de Menil 
dictum that great art deserves 
great homes. The art-collecting 
dynasty is the force behind 
the Byzantine Fresco Chapel 
Museum, below, which 
opened this winter in 

Houston. Designed by 
architect Francois de 

Menil, whose mother, 
Dominique, is the 

1 president of the 
I Byzantine Fresco 
B Foundation, the 
& chapel is a distin- 
H guished residence
■ for the restored
■ thirteenth-century 
f Cypriotic frescoes.

In 1983, the Menil 
Foundation helped 

rescue the frescoes, 
which had been stolen from 

their original site, the Church 
of St. Themonianos at Lysi,

\ on the island of Cyprus, and 
cut into thirty-eight pieces.

A New-Wave Curator
Aaron Betsky now understands women who com
plain about how hard it is to find the right lipstick. The 
curator of architecture and design at the San Francisco 
Museum of Modern Art. Betsky, above, went “everywhere 
from Mervyn's to Neiman Marcus" in search of the quintessen
tial lipstick for his new exhibition, “Icons: Magnets of Meaning" 
(April 18 to August 5). The lipstick is one of the show's twelve 
icons—the roster includes the surfboard, the BMW 325i, and 
the KitchenAid mixer—that Betsky defines as physical forms 
with multifaceted cultural and aesthetic significance.

Each icon will be displayed with other objects that help 
show its totemic status. The lipstick (which, by the way, he 
finally found at Barneys New York's Philosophy counter) will 
be displayed with things like silicone breast implants and 
Wayfarer sunglasses, which, he says, are aids "to let your 
body become iconic." The museum itself—a Mario Botta 
design that opened in January 1995—is also one of the icons, 
and Betsky readily defends its inclusion. “It's on the cover of 
the phone book along with the cable cars.” he says. The surf
board will be shown with snowboards and skateboards and 
an Fames coffee table from the 1950s, which, Betsky believes 
was inspired by the surfboards outside the Barnes’ studio in 
Venice, California. "We’ll also show computer mice,” he says, 
‘That have the same form and allow you to surf the net."

rl

I

§
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How many summers since you felt good
about going to the beach?

You feel funny about putting on a swimsuit?
littie wonder, considering some of the suits out there. 

They’re not cut for you - they're cut for some fashion 
designer’s idea of you.

And unless you have the figure of a model, they can 
be embarrassing, to say the least.

Well, at Lands’ End® we know how you feel. So we 
make our swimwear for real women, not mannequins. 
And we call it “Kindest Cut 
because it fits just about any shape, 
any size.

For example, we know that not 
every woman wants to bare everything.
So, we offer three different leg 
openings on different suits. You show 
only as much as you feel comfortable 

y . with, no more.
PYou can also pick the torso that’s right for you.

After all, a woman can be tall and have a short torso - 
La or short and have a long torso. So, to fit properly, a 

suit has to give you a choice. Ours does.
You even have a choice of bra-shelf, soft cup, 

underwire, or fixed undervdre.
Now, thoughtful as our design is, you’ll find our 

febrics equally so. Solids, patterns and prints, selected to 
flatter where you want it most (One fabric makes you 
look like you’ve shed 10 lbs!)

TM

3
2

'T
Different leg openings, 

for different folks.

W

With our Kindest Cut “swimwear, you won’t 
have to feel self-conscious again.

They’re not just for show, either. Our febrics hold up 
well, in or out of the water. Which means you won’t 
be forever tugging and pulling your suit back into shape.

One last embarrassment we spare you: trying 
on the suit in a store. With us, you do the trying on at 
home - in sweet privacy.

And if you don’t like some
thing, no problem. Simply 
send the suit back. Like every 
thing at Lands’ End, it’s - 
Guaranteed. Period.®”

Now really, why dread the 
beach another summer?
Call for our catalog, instead.

Go ahead: no one s looking, http://www.iand9end.com/catai0gs/zg
01997Ijinds'EHd. Inc.

For our free catalog, caU

1-800-963-4807
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PUTTING DOWN NEW ROOTS
On May 3, the New York 
Botanical Garden enters the 
twenty-first century with 
the reopening of the Enid 
A. Haupt Conservatory—a 
high-tech greenhouse with 
Victorian charm, The restored 
“acre under glass” will feature 
more than 3,000 plants, 
including roo palms that grow 
in the Americas.

The 1902 conservatory, with 
a 90-foot-high dome and ten 
connected pavilions, was mod
eled after the Crystal Palace 
(built for the 1851 Great 
Exhibition in London) and 
the Palm House at the Royal 
Botanic Gardens, Kew. The

English roots are still visible; 
the new design maintains the 
original rectilinear C-shape 
but has 17,000 new panes of 
glass and an upgrade of its 
utility systems.

Gregory Long, the Botanical 
Garden's president, describes 
this S25 million restoration 
and renovation as an 'amazing 
experience with plants, palms, 
and ferns,” Compared to for
mer temperate displays, he 
says, the up-to-date tropical 
houses and desert galleries 
“add a whole new dimension.
with lessons for growing 
extensive gardens at home.

— HOPE MEYERS

Due to its increased dominance i 
the challenge has now bee 

the War Against White.... Kohler is on a mission 
to sway the pendulum in the other direction

VERBATIM
)

Say good-bye to 
Tiki torchesyj

The Companion Group, 
a California manufacturer 
of smart-looking barbecue 

supplies and kitchen 
utensils, has introduced 

Patio, which includes 
a new line of cilronella 

candles that are decorative 
as well as functional. 

"We wanted to provide 
people who need citronella 
candles to Keep bugs away 

with as much choice as 
they have when buying 
candles to use indoors." 
says Companion CEO 

I Chuck Adams.

i
The Patio collection offers 

the expected candles in 
\ colorful clay pols and 

\ terra-cotta hoiders, but it's
rI the ivory basics—votives. 

lea-Ughts, and chunky 
[hat are theat^

— KMIart director,

DESIGN, R^HEER Qo.

The Men’s Room
■'Our typical customer is a single 
male, forty-five to sixty-five, who's 
at the top of his profession. When 
a man comes into wealth, he follows 
a pattern of consumption. First he

>buys good suits. Then a new 
watch, followed by an impor
tant pen, a car, a house. Then 

he remodels the house and 
wants a trophy kitchen.
“A lot of these men cook, too, but 

primarily on weekends. We surveyed 
cooking schools in Los Angeles and 
learned that most of the students 
are men. The kitchen really is the 
new hobby shop." 1^. Says Adaas:. F—Kevin M. Henry 

Director of marketing 
Snaidero USA Kitchens + Design 

Los Angeles
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Fifth Avenue at nhcli Street, New York City, NY • Stamford Town ('enter, Stamford. CT • Americana at Manhassec, Maiihassec, NY 
Corning Glass Center. Corning, NY • The Greenbrier. White Sulphur Springs, WV • The Breakers, Palm Beach. FL

Please call SdO 424-424U for information or a catalog.
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want the color, you THE GAME PLAN
scratch them out
with a hoe.

Tom had always

in

and patriotic stripes of
red, white, and blue.
The effect was ...
impressive. But
Walter Kessel’s self-

* Look for short, stocky 
annuals with rich, green 

foliage; check on top of and 
under leaves for signs of 

insect infestation.

spawned patch was
more like ajackson
Pollock canvas, and just 
as strangely beautiful. 

Tom has translated
this style of gardening 

to his northern home 
and adapted the list 
of annuals to suit. He 

grows Gomphrena {Gomphrena 
globosd) and also a dwarf French 
marigold {Tagetes patula) with 
gold-edged scarlet flowers that 
his son, Matthew, brought 
home from day care in a Dixie 
cup. Tom grows petunias 
(Petunia x hybridd), too; tall and 
spidery-blossomed pink or 
white cleomes {Cleome hassleri- 
and)\ portulacas; and the minia
ture gold, purple, and blue pan
sies calIedJohnny-jumf>-ups 
(Viola tricolor). He’s found that 
virtually any annual that garden 
encyclopedias warn against as 
being weedy will work.

Besides the ease they offer, 
these annuals of the Abstract 
Expressionist school have 
another virtue. Left to breed 
unsupervised, they revert to 
the subtle harmonies of wild 
ancestors. Plant a hybrid petu
nia with tuba-sized blossoms 
of fuchsia, for example, and 
the next year you will have 
flocks of delicate trumpets in 
soft pastel shades of purple, 
pink, and white. However vul
gar the parents may be. annual 
offspring are usually the 
epitome of good taste.

Now if only, Marty says, 
that were true of people.

The 20’oMtnute Qardener
*

00-tv'V
SEEDS OF CHANGE

* Keep indoors at night— 
until the dan^r of frost is past.Ignore your annuals. They’ll grow forever

By Tom Christopher and Marty Asher

Alarty insists that annuals are 
an ideal solution for a genera
tion that lives for instant 
gratification but hates to wait 
that long. These are plants 
that sprout, mature, and then 
bloom themselves to death 
within a few months. 
Perennials (the last genera
tion’s flowers) bloom for a 
couple of weeks before lapsing 
back into greenery. Annuals, 
once they start blooming, go 
on until frost cuts them down.

They’d be perfect if planting 
them every spring didn’t 
involve so much trouble and 
expense. And if they weren’t 
so, well, tacky As Marty points 
out, off-the-shelf annuals are 
the only plants that actually 
end up looking like the pictures 
in the catalogues. The flowers 
really do get that big and the 
colors really are that lurid.

Fortunately, Tom found the 
solution to these problems 
during an expedition through 
rural Texas. In the town of 
Paige (up the road from

Industry and not far from 
North Zulch), he met an aged 
German farmer named Walter 
Kessel. Walter taught Tom 
how to design an annual garden 
with a hoe. Walter’s hoe was 
handmade; the blade was cut 
from a sheet of scrap steel and 
the handle fashioned from a 
cedar limb. But the quality of 
the tool doesn’t matter—even 
the plastic horror Marty 
bought at Home Depot will 
work. The secret is that you 
don’t plant annuals. You 
let them plant themselves.

In the course of eighty-one 
years, Walter had identified a 
number of annuals like 
Gomphrena—pink, purple, 
and white clover-like flowers 
that Texans call bachelor’s 
buttons—that set viable seed 
after they bloom. In effect, 
they promiscuously sow them
selves. These seeds lie dormant 
through the winter and then 
sprout the next spring to 
create an unstudied carpet of 
color. Wherever you don’t

* Dig soil to a depth of 8 
inches, incorporating an 

inch of compost or of mixed 
peat moss and dehydrated 
cow manure. Tuck seedlings 
into sunny spots along the 

driveway, around the 
shrubbery, or at the ed^s of 
the vegetable garden. Water 
immediately with a half 

strenpsh solution of soluble 
fertilizer or fish emulsion.

LATER ON IN THE SUMMER:

* Let some fading blossoms 
remain to wither on the 

plants. This slows the produc
tion of new blossoms but 

allows the plants to produce 
the seeds that provide the 

next year's crop, ctic

“The 20-Minure Gardener” is an orig- 

iruil co/imn by Tom Christopher and 
Marty Asher, whose recent hook is The 
20-Minute Gardener (Jiandom House).
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At last, a moisturizer that does it

Introducing

Modern SkinCare
Daily Moisture SPF15

A totally modern moisturizer that
anticipates skin’s every need.

Moisture. An advanced system
helps keep skin soft, smooth and
healthy looking.

Protection. Full spectrum sun
protection with SPF 15 UVA/UVB

sunscreens.

Clarity. Alpha and beta hydroxy
compounds refine and retexturize.

Calm. Our patent pending botan
ical extract soothes sensitive skin.

Elizabeth Arden

Modern SkinCare
Daily Moisture

SPF 15

Belk and Leggett
(at participating stores)



Lacroix s Follement
coffeepot, $225;
cup and saucer,
$130; creamer, $85;

1.and bread '4^
$35; for itofle.

Continental Breakfast
Shakespeare wrote of the “glass of fashion,” but he was mum on china. Suddenly, 
some of the world’s chicest couturiers have plenty to say about it, fashioning 
fanciful, colorful, botanical plates, bowls, cups, and pots for the blooming table

ware market. We also update what’s new in the home-design business, look 
into glass pitchers, and go completely buggy over garden fabrics and pots.
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Christian Lacroix’s Follement line for Christofle, previous page, is a gold-and-pink baroque fantasy 
that swaddles a carnation, his good-luck flower. “I like the most unusual table settings, even 
unmatching services,” says Lacroix, though Follement is a model of matching. Gianni Versace 
isn’t tiptoeing through any tulips. In his Ivy Leaves Passion collection for Rosenthal, above, he ^

patterns: 3. Cereal bowl, $49; 5. Dinner plate, $39; 6. Platter, 
$135; 7 and 8. Teacup and saucer, $30 each; all Ivy Leaves 
pattern by Versace for Rosenthal. Floral and checked knives, 
$9.50 each, by Sabre France at Marel. White porcelain dish 
by Aplico at Dean & DeLuca; rings by Elizabeth Locke Jewels.

SOAP OPERA 1, 2, 4, AND 9. Flower-laden plates, by Kenzo for 
Yves Deshoulieres, $35 to $75, not including shipping and han
dling. (The china is not available in the U.S. and must be ordered 
from France, 011-33-1-49-61-50-00.) With tableware as well as 
the clothes he designs, Gianni Versace likes to mix colors and
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HlCKPRy Chajr:
AMERICA’S FINEST TRADITIONAL FURNITURE

Showrooms in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Dania, Houston, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Seattle, and Washington D.C. 
To receive a Mark Hampton Collection catalog, send $12.00 to Hickory Chair, Dept. HC 050597, P.O. Box 2147, Hickory. NC 28603

or phone 1 -800-349-HKRY for the resource nearest you.



Huntin^^

Tjathering

layers patterns and colors, encouraging diners to mix polka dots and checks. Kenzo, on the other 
hand, advocates “harmony, beauty, and serenity” at the table, and promotes it with his flowery 
china for Yves Deshoulieres, previous page. If you’d rather be playful, try Ines de la Fressange’s 
Oak Leaf dinnerware, above. And if you want to make a fashion statement, pick up those cups,

plates, $41 each; dessert plates, $34 each. 3. La Parisienne 
espresso-ware, $46 for a set of two cups and saucers. 4. Pink 
and yellow napkins, $20 each; pink-and-green and blue-and- 
gold napkins, $17 each. S. Pinceaux dinner plates, $29 each. 
6. Oak Leave cutlery, $17 each. All by Ines de la Fressange.

DESIGNING WOMAN 1. Blue Oak Leaf creamer, $48; v/de- 
poc/ie, $104; and dinner plates, $41 each. Green Oak Leaf 
dinner plates; sugar bowl, $96; cup, $53, with saucer; napkin, 
$89, with matching place mats. 2. Blue Semi-Lauriers sugar 
bowl, $96, and teapot, $149. Green Semi-Lauriers dinner
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OSBORNE & LITTLE

COLORATURA
FINK FABRKIS AN!) WALLrAlTRS AVAII.ABIF,THROUGH INTERIOR DESIGNERS AND ARCHITTCTS

HEADOITICEi -SliUOMMERCE ROAD, STAMFORD, CXINNECTICUT C«V02. TELEPHONE: (203) 359 1500 FAX: (203) 353 0854
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What’s News
Sprucing up for spring? We found
showstoppers in the global design bazaar,
from a laddery bookcase and a square
but very hip rug to a lepidopteran chair

RABAT AND FEZ VA8E8

Resolute
$300 to $400

SQUARES V

Hand*quilted by
Oenyse Schmidt GLASS BOX

$1,700 TOWER V

MOOVE SOFA >

by Pascal Mourgue
for Cassina

$4,900
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lOO-PAGE COLOR PORTFOLIO (S15.00), CALL I ;S 0 0.6 f> 2.4 84 7 OR WRITE TO MCGi:iREFOR A

FORNITORE COMPANY. HG5-97, 151 VERMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94103. TO THE TRADE.

SAN mANfl>CU M W VOKK LOS ANCl.LKS IHICAGO UANlA rtASHlNGTON. P.C. SKATTLE LAOUNA NIGIHL HOl’STON BOSTON

SCOrTSPAU- ATIANTA PALLAS roUFLANP PKWEll MINNEAPOLIS PHILADELPHIA Cl^E^'E^f•S■^lD HJGU POINT TORONTO TROY



Hunt in

IN PITCHERS, AS IN LIFE, trendy colots may comc andgo, but clarity is key. Whether 
the container for your libation is tall or petite, has a big mouth, wide ears, a long 
neck, or shapely curves, transparency is inevitably the answer. Seeing is believing.
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/

EL JARDIN

. COTTON PRINT

Brunsertiwig & FilsYEW TOO

Waverly
j

r ^ KAdy^ug^woven ' ^
Brunschwig &‘'fUs Sr—V —V , ^

•>- r ■*“ •<: ‘-m.

■♦•(■■' \4h' # BOXWOOD

WOVEN FIGURE

Brunschwig & Fits
• ♦* !4H; ^1

NAPOLEON BEES

Chelsea Editions

• 5

y
u

CULTIVATE AN ARMCHAIR gardener's FAVOR with a pillow Wrapped in 
spring fabric. New York interior decorator Richard Keith Langham makes an 
extra set of garden-furniture slipcovers for when he needs “a little elegance.” And 
don’t be afraid of the sun. “Faded bright prints remind me of summer,” says Los 
Angeles designer Thomas Beeton, who sometimes gives pillows decorated with 
bees—his logo—to favorite clients. In our fabricated Eden, tools don’t rust, bees 
have no sting, topiaries never need a trim, and ladybugs fly home to you.
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LJnlike Dena, robots don’t notice
slight imperfections when making windows.

Which nvay explain why they don’t get as 
excited about posing with their handiwork.

Dcmi Sum}*.
Scnic»r Specials Window Builder
hiijh atop «mr beautifully fuiicliunal factory

andcrafting but five custom windows a day, Dena Suing brings out wood's natural beauty.

However, she would be the first to tell you there’s more to a Pozzi window than meets the

eye. 1 .ike interlocking double mortise tenon joints for maximum frame strength. And thick

glass, giving tlie most traditional design the warmth of enei^y efficiency as 

well. All shaped to within 1/16" of perfection—as is every window 

we make, standard or custom. Sure, wood windows can be assembled to tlie 

hiss of machines. But they come to life with the bruvsh of Dena’s sandpaper.
WOOD WINDOWS' 

Handcrafted in Bend, Oregon.
'Po visit, raft the Deschutes to its bend, or surf the web to www.pozzi.com. For a free catalog,

call 1-800-257-9663 ext. HG2.

TM

truJemnrk t>fJELDAVEN, inc.0 1W7 .IFT.rvWRN, ifle.
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Pot Luck The proper pot is a plant's 
second skin, so choose it with care.
1 CERAMIC Prone to damage 
from frost, ceramic pots are 
ideal for use indoors. Interior 
glazes strengthen the pot and 
prevent the leaching of water 
and salts into tabletops and 
floors. Light glazes keep plant 
roots cooler; dark glazes absorb 
heat, which some plants crave.
2 METAL Able to withstand 
freezing temperatures, metal pots 
also help soil retain moisture, and 
make elegant, durable containers. 
If used without liners, however, 
they should be treated with a 
sealant to avoid leaching of toxic 
salts into the soil. Metal pots 
conduct heat and cold, so plants 
susceptible to temperature

changes may not thrive in 
them. Metal pots shouldn’t be 
placed in direct sunlight.
3 FIBERGLASS Awell-made 
fiberglass container won’t crack 
or fade. Like other synthetics, 
including standard plastic 
(which is especially good for 
growing young plants), fiberglass 
retains moisture. Proper 
drainage and careful monitoring 
of water are essential. Fiberglass 
pots can be made to resemble 
natural stone, concrete, or 
metal—but good fiberglass can 
last indefinitely and still take on 
a patina over the years.
4 WOOD Pots made from wood 
breathe well, are insulated 
against extreme temperatures, 
and, with adequate drainage, can 
last years. But not every wood is 
right for long-term garden use. 
Some experts discourage the use 
of pressnire-treated woods 
because they can leach chemicals 
into the soil. Teak, cedar, red
wood, and cypress are naturally 
weather- and water-resistant and 
worth the high price.
5 CAST STONE A recent addi
tion to the potting shed, cast- 
stone containers are an attrac
tive and practical alternative to 
ones made of cement, limestone, 
or other porous materials. Cast 
stone is often distressed to simu
late the surfaces of limestone or 
granite. High-quality cast stone 
is lightweight and resists crack
ing from the cold, and moss and 
lichen can grow on its surface.
6 & 7 c LAY Praaical and deco
rative, unglazed clay pots can be 
ideal summer garden containers. 
Their porous surfaces absorb and 
disperse water (which helps pro
tect the plant from overwatering 
and root rot). Clay pots are vul
nerable to cracking in the cold, 
and are best used with easy-to- 
move plants or in temperate cli
mates. Soak unglazed day con
tainers in water before planting 
to prevent them from wicking 
moisture from the soil, ckci

I?.#
A <

■4;

f

MlCOPPER POT

S2,100■v-
r 'i//

i
FLUTE Ijl

FIBERGL. pi

tRON-AND-CrOAR

PLANTER

Madison Cox B
CAST'STONE

WESTONBIRT URN

Haddonstone 
(USA) Ltd. 

$616i
A. l.

r
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\ /•V.4y

■14
□ i
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The Affordable Pro-Style™ Range

Cooktop, And Wall Oven.

Now You Can Collect Something

From A Four-Star Restaurant

Besides Their Matches.
\

With Jenn-Air’s Pro-Style'" Collection,  ̂

you’ll enjoy a true house specialty.

Because only Jenn-Air combines professional style 

and conventional convenience with a 

very appetizing price.

^2

syDums
10" Pn-Slyli Riiijff

Our lar^e capacity wall oven 

offers both a radiant oven 

and a self-cleaning Selective-Use 

convection oven so you can host any 

size dinner party.

■ j'Mm

f. TM

Our standard 30" range,

with its downdraft cooktop system, 

lets you customize your cooktop 

and grill indoors. Plus, the self-cleaning 

Selective-Use^ oven lets you switch from 

conventional to convection cooking for fast, even  ̂

baking every time.

ft
\VW272lOP

DohW/ Dvm

ke our range, our 4S" cooktop 

change to suit your tastes.

And thanks to an 

ndihle front panel, it’ll 

easily suit your cabinetry.

Finally,

Uv "" save room 
for our refrigerator and

Quiet Series dishwashers. With stainless steel panels, 

they’ll round out any kitchen. For more information, 

call I-800-JENN-AIR.

Because now you don’t have to 

own a restaurant to

have a four-star kitchen.

Bon appetii.

© 1995 /mn-zltr

av-)wp
■fX" Cm-Slylt Coailcf

"1
I

IBDD N rsJ*A( rI IISIIM-Am
The Sign of a Great Cook'.



THE PROBLEM:
TARNISH

>
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THE SOLUTION:
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The problem with polished 
brass has always been tarnish. 
Now Delta' has introduced a 
beautiful solution.

What makes the 
finish

new..
even stronger is the Deltal 

limited lifetime faucet and Im

An extraordinary polished brass finish so 
it won’t tarnish, corrode or discolor. We even 
tested it against over 100 household cleaners.

finish warranty.' That means it's I 
guaranteed to shine for life. There’s no probleirJ 

finding . either. It’s at the guaranteed I
low price eveiy day at The Home Depot?

durable,

DELIAS THE RA.UCET
tSee store tor details. ©1997 Masco Coq^oration oi Indiana,

Delta Faucet Company. 55 E, 111th Street, P.O. Box 40980, Indianapolis, IN 46280, DAD-7002



They are almost as old as Edison’s lightbulb, but ceiling fans have never been 

cooler On the following pages, we pick some of our favorites, from the classic 

ceiling fan reminiscent of A'^'v Largo to minimalist designs in brushed aluminum. 

They will all provide a refreshing breeze and make a room look and feel less stuffy.
PRODUCED BY NEWELL TURNER WRITTEN BY INGRID ABRAMOVITCH 

PHOTOGRAPHED BY JAMES WOJCIK
63



STYLISH BREEZES
They save money on air-conditioning bills 
in summer and keep heat circulating in 
winter, all for no more energy than it takes 
to run a lOO-watt lightbulb. What’s more, 
a ceiling fan can make you feel as though a 
Hawaiian trade wind just wafted through 
the room. Last year, Consumers Digest pre
dicted sales of more than fourteen million 
ceiling fans in this country. On these 
pages, we highlight fans that possess great 
style, among them designer Ron Rezek’s 
sleek, new models inspired by airplane 
propellers; a shiny red number straight out 
of a 1930S diner; and the Hunter Original, 
a traditional cast-iron-and-wood fan. 
The Casablanca, with its fabric blades, is 
another graceful beauty. Matthew Kenney, 
an owner of New York’s Matthews and 
Mezze, where he’s also a chef, chose sev
eral of these for his restaurants to evoke 
the languid ambience of the movie after 
which they were named. He sets them on 
low so that diners feel only a light breeze.

7 was looking for something that
would evoke the feeling of 

a laid-hack lax^ afternoon
(iMaTTHEW %ENNEr

RESTAURAST OWNER AND CHEF, Q

FAN CLUB There is a ceiling fan for every 
decor. Ron Rezek’s sleek fans, previous 
pages, for the Modern Fan Co., $425 to 
$450. This page: Casablanca’s Malibu 
Star, above, with silk blades, $1,499, and, 
left, a detail of the Malibu Star’s hub, 
which incorporates a bicycle sprocket.
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A CIRCULAR HISTORY
They said “refrigerated air”—later known 
as air conditioning—would do in the ceil
ing fan. They were wrong. Ever since 
Philip Diehl, an employee of the Singer 
Sewing Machine Company, rigged up two 
blades and a motor in 1881, Americans 
have been devoted to this air-cooling 
device. Some manufacturers, including 
Hunter Fan of Memphis, Tennessee, and 
Emerson Elecrric of Hazelwood, Missouri, 
have been making ceiling fans for more 
than a century. A cast-iron design from 
1920, now known as the Hunter Original, 
remains one of that company’s most pop
ular models.

Antique fans and reproductions are 
popular with restorers of historic homes 
and anyone fond of period style. Jim 
DeNoyer, owner of the Fan Man in 
Dallas, repairs fans. He is also reproduc
ing the classic Gyrofan (seen above, and 
at right in close-up). This brass-bladed 
beauty, designed in the first decade of this 
century, features two desk fans mounted 
on a central hub.

DOUBLES The whirling geometry of ceil
ing fans inspires endless improvisations. 
A reproduction of the Gyrofan, this page, 
two desk-fan motors on a single hub, 
was manufactured ninety years ago by 
the Adams-Bagnall Electric Co. Cast-iron 
body/brass blades, $2,500, the Fan Man.
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C0re ctston movements

18K Gold and Stainless Steel 
Water resistant to 90 ft.

9590 n/wi

C^Jarstfal &voluhon
— L,---------

RAYMOND WEILbkDmingdQle's
to order: 1-800-777-4999

GENEVE

For a brochure write to; Raymond Weil, Dept AD, 587 Fifth Avenue, New York, N,Y, 10017



9910/S/SIL

I

9110/S/SIL

C^reciston movements

5885/TT/WR

RAYMOND WEIL
GENEVE

Stainless Steel & 1 8K Gold Plated Case and Bracele' 
Water Resistant to 90 ft.

5883/TT/IV

L

ff

5880/TT/WA i:

5885/G/IV

5881/TT/WA



INTERNATIONAl

Since 1959 available through fine architects and interior designers.
All products nianiiFaciur«d by Phyirich liuernation.il are covered by a lifetime w.iiT.miy. 
For our complete 6 color catalog send S25.00 (outside U.S. S50.00), or phone us for the 
location of our distributor nearest you. Department P2I, 1000 North Orange Drive, Los
Angeles, CA 90038-2318. Call 213.467.3143 or 800.PHYLRICH (800.749.5742)



FAN CARE
WHEN YOU BUY A CEILING FAN. 

PLEASE KEEP IN MIND:

ROOM SIZE Use the biggest fan that a 
room can handle, generally 36 inches (from 
blade tip to blade tip) for a room of up to 
100 square feet; 42 inches for 150 square 
feet; and 52 inches for a room of 200 or 
more square feet. A larger room may need 
two fans, while 29-inch models are avail
able for smaller spaces, such as kitchens.
CEILING HEIGHT Most fans are designed 
for eight-foot ceilings; their blades are 
meant to hang seven feet above the floor. 
For higher ceilings, install a rod that runs 
from the power source down to the fan 
(these are available where fans are sold). 
For lower ceilings, “hugger" fans can be 
mounted close to the ceiling, although 
some experts question their effectiveness. 
PLACEMENT For ^e most effective circu
lation of air. place a ceiling fan near the 
center of a room. The blade tips should be 
at least 18 inches from any wall. Never 
hang a ceiling fan directly over a bed.
INSTALLATION Check manufacturers' 
guidelines. Most fans require two-wire 
installation. To insure that your fan doesn't 
wobble CM* fall, anchor its junction box to a 
ceiling joist and make sure the blades are 
balanced. A safety cable is not a bad idea. 
BLADE DIRECTION Since hot air rises, 
reverse the direction of the fan in winter 
and keep it on the lowest speed. This will 
circulate hot air through a room without 
creating a downward breeze.

^ ceiling fan is both an appliance and a 
piece of furniture. It has to work, ttoell hut 

it’s also important that it go with a room
f^TEVEN f^TILLMAN, PRESIDEST

J^AN (lM'an Inc., vlM'inneapolis,

SHOPPING GUIDE
THE MODERN FAN CO. 6B8-588-PANS

CASABLANCA FAN COMPANY 688-227-2178

THE FAN MAN 1914 Abrams Pkwy., Dallas. 
TX 75214. 214-826-7700

HUNTER FAN COMPANY 800-4-HUNTER

G SQUARED 27BS Windwood Dr, Ste. 174, 

Ann Arbor, Ml 48105. 313-769-4535 cktiS

SPIN DOCTORS The right Style of ceiling 
fan can give a room its spin. Top: The 
Hunter Fan Company’s Sea Island fan, 
$199, steel with plastic blades, goes 
well with a pared-down decor. It is also 
one of the few fans that can be used out
doors. Above left: The Hunter Original, 
$274, has been popular since it was

introduced in 1920. This ceiling fan suits 
traditional rooms and comes in several 
finishes and colors. The version shown 
here has a black cast-iron housing and 
wood-veneer blades. Above right: A 
novelty fan like Hunter’s 1930’s Decade, 
shown here in red with chrome accents, 
$499, would be perfect in a child’s room.

SLEEK The San Francisco fan, $690, 
by G Squared, has three bird’s-eye- 
maple blades and an aluminum hub.
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You wouldn't believe the kind of punishment a Fibo-Trespo Laminatefloor can withstand. Our 
floors combine the beautiful look of real wood with incredible durability. Every one of our floors 
comes with a 15-year Triple Limited Warranty. No wearing, fading or staining. They’re also 
available in a wide array of classic patterns. So call us at 1-800-481-WOOD for our free catalog 
and information on the store nearest you where you can try our unique Drop Test. Or see it in 
action at www.fibotrespo.com. If you think you’ll need more convincing, bring a pogo stick.

THE DROP TEST

Drop a 2 lb. weight from

3 ft. onto our flooring

and look tor dents.

(Are we crazy? 

Or confident?)

Life-resistant floors:
Fibo-Trespo
Laminatefloor



The French Line
Jacques Grange designs his first American collection 

for John Widdicomb Company
BY SUZANNE SLESIN

IS IDEA, HE SAYS modestly, 
is to “revisit the classics,” but 
when it is Jacques Grange— 
one of France’s gentlest, most 
talented, and most famous 

decorators—looking at the past, the 
rest of us should sit up and take notice. 
Many people are sure to do just that 
when the John Widdicomb Company, 
an old American furniture manufac
turer (founded in 1858), introduces the 
Jacques Grange Collection at the April 
High Point Furniture Market.

The collection seems to have made

the transatlantic crossing—from ideas 
in Grange’s mind to Widdicomb’s Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, factory—in record 
time. Among the twenty-plus pieces 
are dining, coffee, and side tables, 
lounge and dining chairs, as well as 
deep, comfy sofas—or “canapes,” as the 
interior designer likes to call them.

“I like to reinterpret things,” says 
Grange, who was inspired by pieces in 
his own Paris apartment and by pieces 
he has had custom-made for his well- 
heeled clients, including Princess Caro
line of Monaco, fashion designer Yves 
St. Laurent and his partner, Pierre 
Berge, and such international financiers 
as Sir James Goldsmith and Phillip 
Niarchos. His designs, which Grange 
says are “elegant, rational, and comfort
able,” are modeled after stylish, angular 
chairs byJean-Michel Frank and Pierre 
Chateau, tables by Ernest Boiceau and

H
START TO FINISH Jacques Grange, 
left, at home in his Paris apartment; 
Stephen Nobel, right, in the Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, factory, with mock-ups of 
chairs in various stages of deveiopment.
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Armand-Albert Rateau, a Louis XIV 
armoire, and a Louis XV chaise. The fact 
that these stylistically disparate pieces 
can all live together reflects Grange’s 
deft and effortless mix. His Paris apart
ment—a charmingly cluttered suite of 
rooms overlooking the magnificent gar
dens of the Palais-Royal—epitomizes 
his relaxed yet sophisticated approach. 
Colette, the romantic French writer, 
once lived here, looking out at a sub
lime view that skimmed the tops of 
chestnut trees. No wonder Stephen P 
Nobel, president of the John Widdi- 
comb Company, fell under its spell. 
“Intoxicating” is the way he describes 
his visit in the fall of 1996, when he 
went there to meet with Grange.

SKETCHES

FRANCOPHILES

RONiCALLY, IT WAS THEworkofan 
American designer that had inspired 
Nobel to approach Grange. A few 

months earlier—just two weeks after 
Nobel and his partners, James De 
Vries, Gerald VanderLugt, and Mary 
Witte Schreimer, bought the firm, in 
April 1996 —Nobel had seen the pieces 
that Chad Womack, Widdicomb’s design 
director, had in production. They were 
inspired by French 1940s furniture, and 
Nobel was impressed. “I was struck by 
the opportunity we had to distinguish 

ourselves with French designs,” 
he says. Widdicomb isn’t new to 
collections designed by big- 
name decorators. Still, Nobel felt 
the company needed what he 
calls “more provenance”—exactly 
what he sought from Grange.
The company’s first designer col
lection, by Mario Buatta, who 
gave an American spin to the 
English-country-house style, was 
introduced in 1987. “Mario has 
legs,” says Nobel, referring to the 
line’s continued success. He is 
hoping for a similar success with 
Grange, whose own sense of 
being an intrinsic part of the 

French decorative-arts tradition gives 
the collection a presence as well as a 
future. “French classicism has a basic ele
gance,” says Grange, “that was revisited 
in the 1940s and that today is being 
redigested. It is a thread that continues 
and will continue.” No doubt Nobel 
and the John Widdicomb Company are 
thinking along identical lines.

A version of a suede-
covered sofa with
colored pillows, above
left, designed for a
client’s Paris apart
ment, is in the new
collection. High-
backed dining chair,
above, shown in the
Widdicomb factory,
is based on a Louis
XV dining chair in
Grange’s Paris office.

BEDSIDE MANNERS

Mattresslike upholstery
on Grange’s dining
room chairs, below.
inspires future designs.

PERFECT PARENTS

An Emilio Terry table
and oval-backed chair,
above left, shown in
a corner of Grange's
Paris living room, gave
birth to new designs,
sketches of which are
seen above.
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DIG IT

Dwarf fruit trees are small enough to grow in pots 
turning any room into a tropical orchard

BY TOM CHRISTOPHER

OULD YOU CARE for 
a drink?” Guglielmo 
Betto asked. I said I 
would, and Betto—a 
Roman attorney who 

literally wrote the book on cultivating 
tropical fruits in Italy—reached out to 
the dwarf lemon tree that inhabited one 
corner of his balcony. He twisted off the 
single fruit on the tree, squeezed the juice 
into aglass, and added a shot of gin. This 
was what we were sipping in the piazzas 
that spring. Never before, though, had 
any drink tasted so luxurious.

Guglielmo Betto’s style was unique, 
but as I have learned since, his cocktail

belonged to an old tradition. In the sev
enteenth century, any European aristo
crat with pretensions had an orangery: a 
long gallery with south-facing windows 
where he wintered his personal orchard 
of citrus trees. In summertime, the pot
ted trees were moved onto nearby ter
races—no easy feat, since even in 
containers, they commonly reached 
heights of ten feet or more.

Fortunately, today’s gardener can 
have all the pleasures of these frost- 
phobic fruits without investing in a 
greenhouse and without the heavy lift
ing that the old-time trees required. 
The special dwarf trees available today

make it possible to harvest fruit from 
pots small enough to lift with one hand.

Some of these trees owe their diminu
tive size—typically four to six feet when 
grown in containers—to genetics. Occa
sionally a naturally compact tree appears 
in a batch of seedlings. By taking cuttings 
from these mutations, nurserymen have 
gradually developed a stable of dwarfs. In 
other cases, the dwarf stature is achieved 
by grafting. Because the vigor of its roots 
sets the pace of its growth, a young, nor
mal tree can be kept small by grafting it 
onto the roots of a dwarf relative.

The scale of dwarf trees makes them 
an ideal fit for an ordinary backyard,

W
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DIG IT oranges to Buddha’s-hand citrons. All 
are grafted; Dillon’s father, Floyd, who 
founded this nursery in 1949, was a pio
neer in adapting citrus to dwarfing root
stocks. Dillon raises most of his nursery 
stock in five-gallon containers, and he 
recommends sixteen- to twenty-inch
wide pots as the ideal homes for his 
trees. They can be kept in smaller pots, 
but in that case they must be pruned 
back hard once or twice a year, then 
slipped out of their containers so the 
outer roots can also be trimmed.

It would be hard to beat the sight of 
one of Dillon’s ‘Oro Blanco’ grapefruit 
trees, waist-high but bearing full-size 
fruit. The perfume of its outsize 
blossoms fills a whole house. Such citrus 
is the epitome of elegance. But a private 
banana ^avc^that has panache.

The banana trees to grow are the vari
eties that reach heights of four to eight 
feet. Their fruit is a reward for patience, 
since it can take up to two years before 
any bananas actually appear. While you 
are waiting, banana trees offer the most 
flamboyant foliage—broad and glossy 
leaves and pendent purple blossoms 
more sexual than any orchid. A friend 
in Connecticut set a deck chair under

his ‘Dwarfjamaican Red.’ Now he takes 
C^bbean vacations daily, watching for 
his banana harvest.

There is no need to stop at dwarf cit
rus and bananas, as the addicts who 
make up the Rare Fruit Council Inter
national well know. This Florida-based 
organization links a thousand members 
in forty countries. Through a magazine 
and a homepage on the World Wide 
Web they exchange growing tips and 
seeds of prodigies such as the “miracle 
fruit” {Synsepalum diUcificum). This West 
African tree, which adapts easily to a 
moderate-size pot, bears red berries 
that condition the tongue to perceive as 
sweet the sourest lemon or lime—a 
valuable asset in any orangery.

But that’s only a beginning, insists 
Murray Corman, past president of the 
council, and proprietor of Garden of 
Delights, a nursery in Davie, Florida. 
He grows exotic fruit, including more 
than two dozen species that arc natu
rally dwarfed and easily raised in pots. 
Try a ‘Dwarf Zaire’ papaya, Corman 
urges; grow your own coffee beans and 
peppers; pick your own sweet kumquats 
and dwarf ‘Julie’ mangoes. Have a pot
ted orchard that would have been the 
envy of kings and queens.

Or grow just a single lemon — that’s 
all Guglielmo Betto needed to make 
his point.

and in frost-free regions, they can be 
planted ri^t in the ground. But there is 
something irresistible about an orchard 
that moves with the seasons, and 
besides, dwarf trees have great visual 
impact as potted plants. They have also 
proven adaptable: a heated porch or 
sunny window is an adequate refuge 
from northern winters. And the selec
tion of fruits is more diverse now, too: 
in the last few years, the potted orchard 
has expanded to include bananas, 
guavas, and a host of exotic oddities.

Still, cirrus, the traditional favorite, 
remains the best starting point for a 
collection of dwarf fruit. It’s so easy to 
grow: Don Dillon, Sr., of Four Winds 
Growers in Fremont, California, greets 
customers with a sheaf of letters from 
the satisfied—the couple in Ohio who 
last winter harvested forty lemons 
from the three-foot-tall ‘Eureka’ 
lemon they grow in an eleven-inch pot; 
the man in New York with a twenty- 
year-old ‘Meyer’ lemon that bears 
dozens of the fruit annually.

Dillon sells everything from blood

SOURCES

FOUR WINDS GROWERS
Box 3538, Fremont, CA 94S39. 510-656-2591. 
Forty-five different kinds of dwarf citrus 
trees, all grafted.

PACIFIC TREE FARMS
4301 Lynwood Drive, Otula Vista, CA 91910. 
619422-2400. Best selection of dwarf bananas; 
many other tropical and subtropical fruits; 
catalogue $2.00.

RARE FRUIT COUNCIL INTERNATIONAL
C/0 Carolyn H. Betts, 12255 S.W. 73rd 
Avenue, Miami, FL 33156. Homepage: 
http://www.geocities.com/RainForest/5955. 
Annual dues: $35.00.

GARDEN OF DELIGHTS 
14560 S.W. 14 Street. Davie. FL 33325. 
954-370-9004. Exceptionally varied collec
tion of rare tropical and subtropical fruits. (W

“Dig li" is a regular column. Tom Christopher 
is a writer and horticulturist, whose recent book, 

with MjirtyAsher, irThe 20-Minute Gardener.
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ART & CRAFT

Inner Light
For more than forty years, Rudolf Staffel has given spirit 

a material form in his illuminating vases
BY ARTHUR C. DANTO

HERE IS A primordial hu
man attachment to light, 
and we cherish anything that 
bears it—gemstones, crystal, 
lacquered wood, the light 

immanent in Old Master paintings, 
the living brightness of the human eye 
itself — and we have no better metaphors 
than light gives us for making vivid the 
way spirit animates matter. Rudolf 
Staffel calls his porcelain vessels “light 
gatherers.” His bowls and vases are 
appropriately small, symbolically ac
knowledging the preciousness of the 
light they make present.

It is inherent in the aesthetic of

modernism to demand that each art be 
true to its own medium. In ceramics, 
this could amount to a celebration of 
clay as clay—its density, its darkness, 
and the plasticity that enables it to hold 
a form. But porcelain is a clay apart, pri
marily through the translucency it 
attains when fired at very high tempera
tures, and it is altogether understand
able that when Chinese porcelain was 
introduced into Europe in the fifteenth 
century, it should have excited the inter
est as much of alchemists as potters. 
The agenda of alchemy was the trans
mutation of base into noble metals, and 
alchemists believed that for each visible

quality in things, there is a hidden oppo
site quality that fire can make visible. 
Porcelain seemed a confirmation of this 
belief, since firing revealed the light hid
den in opaque matter.

Ceramists prize porcelain for its 
strength and its delicacy, as well as for 
its luster. But glazing reduces porce
lain’s luminosity. For many ceramists, 
the beauty of colored glazes compen
sates for this reduction, but Staffel 
leaves porcelain unglazed, seeking the 
high degree of luminosity this allows. 
The contrast between thick and thin in 
the walls of his vessels permits him to 
control variations in translucency, so he

T
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gatherers are containers remains a con
stant. What gives his work its immense 
symbolic power is the fact that these 
are containers for light rather than for 
water or wine, milk or honey. That gives 
them, through the deep meaning light 
has for human beings, a certain spiritual 
identity For, at our best, what are we, 
after all, but containers for light?

It is moving to trace the itinerary of 
an artist like Staffel, from encounter to 
encounter with different forms of art 
until he arrived at the medium he has 
made so much his own. He was greatly 
attracted to Chinese brush drawing in 
his youth, but was inspired to become a 
glass artist by an exhibition at the Art 
Institute of Chicago ofglasswork from 
the Wiener Werkstatte. He was over
whelmed by the ceramics he saw at an 
archaeological museum in Mexico, 
where he had gone to study glassblow
ing. A commission to make dinnerware 
introduced him to porcelain, and hence 
to a medium in which he could combine 
the spontaneity of brushwork with the 
translucency of glass. He also found in 
porcelain a vehicle for his meditative sen
sibilities and a discipline through which, 
as a follower of Zen, he could pursue his 
quest for, well, enlightenment—for the 
sort of transformation he over and over 
gives to his containers.

The light gatherers, luminous and 
inspired, are austere only by contrast 
with glaze-work, but it requires a cer
tain reorientation in your aesthetics to 
become receptive to their damped 
beauty. They stand enough at the mar
gins of what you might think of as 
mainstream ceramics to make you 
appreciate why it has taken so long for 
them to get the recognition that has 
begun to come their way Eighty-six 
years old, Rudi Staffel, whose work is 
shown at the Helen Drutt Gallery in 
Philadelphia, has just been awarded a 
Pew Fellowship in the Arts, and is being 
honored by a large retrospective, 
“Rudolf Staffel: Searching for Light: 
Ceramics, 1936-1996,” which -will move 
to the Philadelphia Museum of Art in 
May, after opening at the Museum of 
Applied Arts in Helsinki, Finland, cfii?

ART & CRAFT

can gather as much light as he cares to, 
and use light and dark to do the work of 
glazes, but with an enhanced purity and 
an infinitely greater subtlety. The ves
sels not only gather light, they compose 
and redistribute it.

T IS DIFFICULT not to think of the 
variations between thick and thin 
made possible by porcelain’s strength 

and toughness as a translation into the 
medium of clay of Hans Hofmann’s cel
ebrated concept of “push and pull,” 
especially since Staffel commuted from 
his job in Philadelphia to study with 
the great teacher in New York from 
1942 to 1943. If Is ® tribute to Hofmann’s 
vision that someone could apply to 
ceramics what must primarily have 
been thought of as a philosophy of 
painting. Staffel found, through modu
lating translucency and opacity, an 
equivalent to the way juxtaposed hues 
create form and space in painting.

From this perspective, one can regard 
Staffers work as abstract in just the way 
Hofmann’s paintings are abstract, the

IN SCALE Staffei Keeps the cerebral 
and the physical in balance.

ceramist manipulating light the way the 
painter manipulates hue. But Staffel has 
a dimension of invention the Abstract 
Expressionists did not have, for they 
allowed the rectangular format of the 
canvas to limit their compositions. 
Staffel can vary the shapes of his works 
and allow the thicks and thins in the 
walls of his containers, as well as the 
twists, loops, pulls, and dabs of porce
lain applied to their surfaces and edges 
as expressive ornaments, to comment 
upon the endlessly varied shapes of his 
light gatherers. But throughout these 
experimentations, the fact that the

‘Art & Craft” is an occasional column. Arthur C. 
Danto is the author of Beyond the Brillo Box 
among other books. 1-Je is the art critic of Tlie Nation.
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DEALER’S CHOICE

Strokes of Genius
A six-fold Japanese screen from the eighteenth century gives 

the natural world an abstract and ethereal glow
BY JAMES REGINATO

u ou CAN DREAM in front of 
a Japanese screen, 
Paris-based dealer Ariane 
Dandois. To illustrate her 
point, she cites the screen pic

tured above. “If you see it by candlelight, 
the way it was meant to be seen, the liglit 
reflects off the gold background, and 
your mind can really wander.”

As Dandois sees it, abstraction really 
began with Japanese screens: “ If you look 
at works from the late fifteenth century 
and the early sixteenth century, you see 
subjects that are not centered. The 
compositions are very advanced. In this 
screen, which is from the eighteenth 
century, your attention is moved across 
the panels and outside the screen. 
Clouds move across the sky, the bamboo 
trees move up and down.”

A product of the Kano school (the 
Japanese equivalent in esteem to some
thing like French Impressionism), the

screen was made during the Edo period 
(1615-1868). “There were great, great 
artists working at this time, in lacquer, 
porcelain, textiles, and painting,” 
Dandois explains. “Everything was of 
the highest quality. But the interesting 
thing about Japan is that you find good 
art at every period.”

Because of its origin and provenance 
(it was made for a family of feudal war
lords), Dandois is asking about $170,000 
for the piece. As is typical with Japanese 
antiques, the name of the screen’s 
owner is not known. “The Japanese are 
very private,” Dandois explains. “If a 
family wants to sell something, they go 
through a dealer—every family has one.

But that dealer will never identify them.” 
While much more affordable screens 

can be found—a good example will start 
at around $20,000—prices climb to 
$2 million for rare pieces signed by a 
single master (most screens were pro
duced in workshops). “WTien buying 
any screen,” Dandois advises, “make 
sure that all elements are original, 
including the beautiful brocade borders 
and iron mounts. As with other 
antiques, many screens have been doc
tored. Look for proper proportions. 
Screens were made following strict for
mulas, according to the number of folds: 
either two, six, or eight; there were no 
four-fold screens. In a two-fold screen, 
for example, each panel should measure 
65 centimeters across. If not, it is likely 
that the piece has been cut down.” rfej

Y says

SCREEN GEM Venerated in Japan as 
symbols of longevity, two storks with 
bamboo and white peonies in ink and 
gouache are set against a gold ground 
on this six-fold, Edo-period screen.

James Reginato is an editor at large ij/House 
& Garden.
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UNCORKED

The Cult of Condrieu
Devotees of wine from the Viognier grape are drawn to its 

unforgettable fragrance and famous fragility
BY JAY MCINERNEY

FEW WEEKS AGO, a friend 
called to ask me for the 
name of a wine I’d selected 
for the table one night at the 
Union Square Cafe. He had 

a serious date coming up and seemed to 
believe that the wine in question would 
advance his cause. “It was that one that 
smelled like the gardens of the Hotel du 
Cap,” he ventured. The dinner at issue 
had occurred sometime in the eight
ies—a decade whose evenings are not 
always etched as precisely in memory as 
one might wish—but I knew exactly 
what he was looking for.

“Condrieu,” I said.
“I think it starts with a K” he 

demurred.
“Viognier is the grape. Condrieu’s the 

region.”
He repeated the words several times, 

rolling the vowels on his tongue as if he

found them pleasingly onomatopoeic, 
and pronounced himself satisfied.

I have had this conversation more 
than once. Anyone who has ever tasted 
a good bottle of Condrieu tends to 
remember the experience—which lingers 
like the song of Keats’s nightingale— 
if not the name. And I’ve noticed they 
are often desperate to remember it 
before an important amorous engage
ment. Poking your nose in a glass of 
Condrieu, you might imagine that 
you’ve been dropped into the Garden of 
Eden, or Kubla Khan’s Xanadu as 
described by the opiated Coleridge. 
You get the feeling that if orchids had a 
scent, this might be it. Serena Sutcliffe, 
Sotheby’s elegant wine muse, told me

A
recently that Condrieu typically evokes 
May blossoms, but for those of us who 
haven’t been to Sussex recently, this 
may not ring bells. So let’s just say that 
peaches and apricots form part of the 
nasal impression, and then go straight 
to the visual analogies: Drinking 
Condrieu can be like stepping inside a 
painting by the Tahitian-period Gauguin. 
At the more ethereal end of the Con
drieu spectrum, Fragonard is the artist 
who comes to mind.

The bad news: Condrieu is about as 
rare as Han dynasty porcelain and as 
fragile as Meissen. It’s a child star of a 
wine which tends to turn ugly three or 
four years after the vintage, just when 
most great wines are starting to blos
som. Prices hover around $40 a bottle, 
which is, to put the best light on it, 
about what you’d pay for a good Meur- 
sault, and a bargain given Condrieu’s

BY A NOSE Wineglass, $135; decanter, 
$410; both from Baccarat. Ceramic dish, 
$10; napkin, $13.50; both from Ad Hoc.
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porcelain-enameled steel work surfaces. Then 

we virtually assemble the grill in-house, so you 

can set it up at home in minutes. 

Finally, we considered the most 

important detail. Maur complete 

satisfection. That's why we offer an 

unprecedented 45-day money-back guarantee.

Excessive? Perhaps. Unless you want a 

grill engineered by people as passionate about 

its construction as you are about using it.

To learn more about the V\teber Platinum 

Series II, call l-800-99-WEBER(l-800-999-5237) 

in the U.S. or Canada. Or visit our home page 

on the World Wide V\feb at www.weberbbq.com.

and burn out of control.) Instead of using lava 

rock or flat metal plates, we created a patented 

cooking system made of stain

less steel Flavorizer*Bars. When 

juices hit, they sizzle, smoke and 

add a delectable outdoor flavor.

Our Crossover* Ignition system assures a 

fast start. Three strategically placed burners 

provide another rarity; even heat. Every time. 

But that’s not all. We take the finest grade steel 

and protect it with a shield of porcelain enamel. 

Fired at 1600° F, it'll never rust, fade or peel.

Which leads to construction. An incredibly 

strong robot-welded cart features extra-large

If you've ever cooked on an ordinary gas 

grill, chances are, you've apologized for it. The 

flare-ups that singed your expensive steaks. 

The cold grill comers that made it impossible 

to cook food evenly. The shoddy construction. 

Well, apologize no more.

Introducing the Weber* Platinum Series ir. 
Remarkable? Not really. Not when you consider 

that it comes from a family of overachievers. 

Like its predecessor, the legendary Genesis" 

Gas Grill, the Platinum Series II solves ordinary 

grilling problems. In an extraordinary fashion.

For starters, we’ve eliminated flare-ups. 

I (That's when fats collect, reach a flash point.

tiueber
i^ioes On"
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of rhe 1991 that was completely beat. 
Rumor has it that Grillet is up for sale; 
one hopes that a conscientious tycoon 
will soon restore this great property 

Until recently, the northern Rhone 
valley was the only place Viognier was 
cultivated. But the cult of Condrieu has 
lately inspired communicants in other 
parts of France, and in California, to 
plant the grape and pray. The results are 
mixed, but vaguely encouraging. At its 
best, California Viognier is more Mary 
Cassatt than Gauguin. So far it seems 
to be performii^ better ip the New 
World than Gewiirztraminer, which it 
somewhat resembles, particularly when 
it’s indifferently made. Viognier should 
be more elegant and ethereal than 
Gewiirztraminer. Napa Valley’s Joseph 
Phelps has had the most experience and 
the best results outside the Rhone so 
far with the quirky Viognier grape. His 
Viognier Vin du Mistral seldom demon

strates the exotic and 
haunting bouquet of the 
greatest Condrieu, but 
it delivers more of the 
musky Viognier flavor 
and silky texture than 
any French examples 
I’ve tasted from outside 
the Rhone valley. This is 
no small accomplish
ment, as you can see by 
sampling other New 
World Viogniers. A ’93 
La Jota I tried recently 
tasted like root beer.

When you get a taste 
of a good one, you’ll 
know it. It should be a 
little like your first 
encounter with Keats, 
^u will almost certainly 
suffer some disappoint
ments in your quest. 
Before tasting, you might 
help prepare your palate 
by trying out the word 
on your tongue: Vtoffuer, 
ViQ^er, Viog^er. Repeat 
the incantation until 
leady, then slowly raise 
the ^ass___

UNCORKED

scarcity. Perfume is much more expen
sive, and it’s not potable. And Con
drieu is much cheaper than visiting the 
Hotel du Cap.

Condrieu is made from the fruit of 
the shy-bearing "Viognier vine, grown 
on the steep, granitic, terraced slopes 
of the northern Rhone valley. Only 
about two hundred acres of vines are 
currently planted in the entire appella
tion; an additional six acres of Viognier 
are planted on the south-facing slopes 
of the famous Chateau-Grillet, which 
is, oddly enough, an appellation unto 
itself Marcel Guigal, the king of the 
northern Rhone, makes one of the best 
widely available Condrieus. Other fine 
makers include Georges Vernay, Andre 
Perret, Pierre Dumazet, and Jcan-Yves 
Multier’s Chateau du Rozay. Yves 
CuiUeron produces sev

eral great Condrieus, THE OE NO FILE 
including one of the 
most exotic white wines

WORTH

BACCARAT

he.

95 GUIGAL CONDRIEU 
LA DORIANS. A textbook 

in the world: his Con- Condrieu, nicely poised
drieu Les Eguets Ven- between Fragonard and 
dange Tardive is a wildly 
romantic mouthful of

Gauguin. A virtual orchard of
apricot, peach, and macadamia 
nuts from first whiff to long, 
lingering finish.apricot and honey, a wine 

so rich and sweet as to 
bear comparison with 
Chateau d’Yquem. Les 
Eguets harkens back to 
the sweeter Condrieu

93 CHATEAU-GRILLET.
A sinewy Grillet with a nice 
stony mineral counterpoint to 
the peachy fruit. Not a Gauguin; 
more like a Degas ballerina ... 
in bronze. Should improve.style of the previous 

century. If you ever .score 
some, save it for the end VIOGNIER. Great American 
of the meal. Chateau- Viognier. It’s got the right.

95 ALBAN VINEYARDS

Grillet, the most famous Rhone-like stuff; the signature 

Viognier wine, has had 
a mixed record. When

fragrance, decadently ripe
fruit concentration, and deep 
golden color.

it’s good, as it was in 
1993. it’s very, very good, 
if not quite as fruity as 
young Condrieu. Grillet 
is aged for up to eigh- acidity to keep the taste 
teen months in oak, of ripe peaches from cloying, 
which theoretically gives 
it great structure and viOGNlERand 95 CALERA 
longevity Certainly it’s VIOGNIER. My scorecard 
the only "Viognier capable 
of improving with age.
On the other hand, I 
recently had a ridicu
lously expensive bottle stinkers, so caveat emptor.

95 JOSEPH PHELPS VIN
DU MISTRAL VIOGNIER.
Delicate, complex, and well
balanced, with just enough

95 RABBIT RIDGE

shows these two tied for third 
place in a tasting of twelve 
Californians, notably superior 
to the other eight contenders, Jay Mclnerneyi wine col

umn is a regular feature of the 
magazine.

OUR DELICIOUS RED APPLE, 
GROWN AND POLISHED IN FRANCE, 

YOURS TO PLUCK FOR $265.
AT BACCARAT, 625 MADISON AVENUE 
AT59TH STREET, NYC. 800-777-0100 

GUMP'S, BLOOMINGDALE'S.

many of which were real
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Exquisite Old-World Kitchens
Tuscany Style

Is there any more perfect pastoral idyll on earth than the tranquil hills of Tuscany and Umbria in Central Italy? Intense visual 

delights everywhere abound: wheat, maize, sunflowers, olive and cypress trees, walled hilltop villages. And, naturally, the

vineyards. This is the heartland of an artistic and

richly developed ancient culture. Wm Ohs

Tuscany Style" reflects this abundant spirit!

AvaiJublc through tliesc displaying showrooms. ATLANTA; Design Gallerifl Ltd.. (4(W) 261-0111 • BOSTON; Dalia Kitchen Design, Inc., (617) 482-2566 • CHEVY CHASE, MD; Kitchens, Inc,, (501) 657- 
8616 • CHICAGO (Highland Park); nul-laus, (847) 851-1550 • DENVER Wm Ohs Showrooms, Inc., (303) 321-5232 ■ GREENWICH; Putnam Kitchens, Inc., (2051661-2270 ■ HARBOR SPRINGS, 
Ml: Kitchen & Co., (616) 526-9560 ■ INDIANAPOLIS; Carmel Kitchens, (317) 844-3975 • LA JOLLA. CA; Dewhurst & Assoc., (619)456-5345 ■ LONG ISLAND; Euro Concepts, Ltd., (516) 493-0985 
• LOS ALTOS, CA; Kitchens of Los Altos, (415) 94S-7420 • LO.S ANGELES; Euroconoeprs, Inc,, (310) 652-3472 » MINNEAPOLIS; Nnirh .Star Services, (6)2) 375-9533 • MORRISTOWN, NJ; 
Lconardis Kitchens, (201) 829-7112 • PHILADELPHIA; Joanne Hudson Assoc., (215) 568-5501 • SAN RAFAEL, CA: Lamperti Assoc., (4151 454 1625 « SANTA BARBARA: Tlie Design Studio. (805) 

563-2003 • SEATTLE: KilchenSt Bath Works Northwest. (206) 445-2271 • SPRINGHELD, MO; Cottage Castle Homes, (417 ) 725-6500 • ST. LOUIS: Gkn Alspaugh Co„ (314)993-6644 • TULSA: 
Showcase Kitchens, (918)299-4232 ■ WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI: Living Spaces, (810) 682-3600 • For inquiries outside these showroom areas call the WmOlis I'actory; (305) 371-6550.



PAST PERFECT

April 1958
The “Living Garage” is designed to celebrate cars 

as full-fledged family members
BY VERONIQUE VIENNE

ORE THAN A CAR, the J958

Lincoln Premiere shown 
here was a sumptuous liv
ing room on wheels. By 
describing it as a “family’s 

pride and joy,” Hoitse 6" Garden granted 
the car the status of a family’s favorite 
child. The editors obviously felt that 
such a vehicle deserved to replace the

hearth as the center of domestic life, 
All it needed was a setting equal to its 
charms. Thus the “Living Garage,” 
specially designed for the magazine 
under the supervision of its editors. 
Decorated with materials and colors 
“you would expect to find in the house 
itself”—quarry-tile flooring, citron- 
yellow Panelyte walls —and equipped

with a mobile cooking cart, combination 
bar/soda fountain, playroom, and TV 
area, the “Living Garage” introduced a 
space where the generations could gather 
in a new spirit of togetherness.M
Veronique Vienne is a contribtiting editor to 
this magazine. Every month "Past Perfect” exam
ines a photo from the magazine’s archives.
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CONDt NaST

House^arden

nautica
FIRST PRINCIPLE Sometimes all it takes is an open window and a 

breath of fresh, salty air to transport our minds—if not our bodies— 
the great outdoors. The appeal of an intrinsically rugged place such as 
the coast of Maine is undeniable, especially with the added romance of 
life in a lighthouse. Manufacturers of home-design products have not 
been immune. So this season, the nautical look is high on the horizon. 

Nantucket baskets, shiny brass portholes made into mirrors, colorful 
fabrics, and bright wallpapers, along with semaphore-flag-bedecked 
glasses and cocktail napkins, send a clear decorating message to beach 
houses, country cottages, and city apartments alike: Ship ahoy!

to
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SUZANNE SLESIN PHOTOGRAPHED BY MICHEL ARNAUD STYLED BY BARBARA KURGAN

Inspired by the beauty of his own 
lighthouse on a remote island off Maine,

painter Jamie Wyeth is safeguarding 
the restoration of other coastal treasures





To live in a lighthouse is the quintessence of Maine.

Not only do I love lighthouses aesthetically, but

th©y 3r© icons in our history. I happen to live in a chchc

A
two years ago, he created a 
print, Iris at Sea, and is giv
ing the proceeds to support 
the Maine Lights Program, 
which is part of the Rockland, 
Maine-based Island Institute, 
founded in 1983. The program, 
conceived by Peter Ralston, 
the institute’s executive vice 
president, began in March 
1994. The idea, says Wyeth, 
is to save and protect aban
doned lighthouses. “Light
houses have been terribly 
important for over two cen
turies. They were the bea
cons and the only way to 
help ships come in to har
bor." The program has been 
approved by Congress and 
will help preserve thirty-six 
Maine lighthouses.

Traditionally, according to 
Wyeth, lighthouses were sit
uated in remote and rough 
places and had to be oper
ated by people who were 
willing to lead difficult, often 
lonely lives. But for Wyeth, 
who often travels back and 
forth to a farm in Pennsyl
vania, where his wife, Phyllis, 
spends a lot of her time. 

Southern Island is a peaceful, inspirational place, in spite of 
the fact that it’s a quarter-mile walk to the dock and takes 
thirty minutes to row to the mainland.

The interior both reflects the austerity of the rugged land
scape and offers a safe, cozy refuge. “I like being here as much 
in the winter as in the summer,” says Wyeth. The foundations 
are “huge,” he says, “because winds have washed lighthouses 
out to sea. They must be built to last.”

Inside, walls are spanking white, furniture is solid, and reas- 
.suringly comfortable, and the baskets, portholes, and leather- 
bound books complete the bracing maritime look, a fresh-air
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H, THE ROMANCE 
of the sea—the 
craggy cliffs, the 
windswept ocean, 

the sun-bleached wood, the 
salt-encrusted buoys. Oh, to 
be alone on a private island, in 
a picturesque, 140-ycar-old 
lighthouse in Maine. The 
dream scenario is Jamie 
Wyeth’s reality.

The fifty-year-old painter 
lives and works on Southern 
Island, in an 1857 lighthouse on 
the twcnty-three-acre prop
erty he bought from his par
ents, the renowned American 
artist Andrew Wyeth and his 
wife, Betsy, about seven years 
ago. “To live in a lighthouse is 
the quintessence of Maine,” 
says Jamie Wyeth, who is in a 
good spot to say such things.
His grandfather, the cele
brated illustrator N. C Wyeth, 
brought his family to Port 
Clyde in 1920, and Jamie’s 
parents, who live on nearby 
Benner Island, began the 
restoration of the Southern 
Island lighthouse in 1978, forty- 
five years after its light was 
dimmed. Jamie first went to 
Maine as a child, and the images in many of his paintings—as in 
his father’s and grandfather’s works—are intricately and power
fully linked to Maine lore and landscape. WTiile he says that his 
father called Southern Island his Elba, WVeth sees the island and 
its fortresslike hou.se as a .snug haven rather than a place of exile. 
“I h^pen to live in a cliche,” he adds with a smile.

“Not only do I love lighthouses aesthetically, but they are 
icons in our history," says Wyeth, who has become a light
house buff. “George Washington was the first person to 
commission a lighthouse building in Portland, and it’s still 
there.” Wyeth’s enthusiasm also includes fund-raising. About

Jamie Wyeth, above, with Jack Russell terriers, from top, 
Winslow Homer, Scud, and Voler, outside his studio, where a 
row of birdhouses attracts swallows. In the living room, oppo
site page, Scud lies on a pillow made from an old linen feed 
bag. The bags and the blue-and-white plaid on the sofa are from 
Marston House Antiques in Wiscasset, Maine. The mahogany- 
and-leather sofa is original to the lighthouse. Its arms folded 
down to accommodate keepers who napped on night watches.

94







while Andrew Wyeth saw Southern Island as his Elba,

place of exile, his son, Jamie, sees the place anda

its fortresslike house as a snug haven
style that is easily adaptable to any vacation house. A pair of 
leather-covered sofas that doubled as beds for the light
house keepers on night watch are now softened with hand- 
loomed blankets and linen pillows. “The sofas are too heavy 
ever to be moved out,” says Wyeth. But weight did not deter 
the painter from ordering a French stove—he had seen a 
similar one in Claude Monet’s kitchen at Givemy—and hir
ing ten lobstermen to carry it up the hill.

As soon as he moved in, Wyeth went on a search for 
“lighthouse items.” He called antiques dealers who special
ized in nautical wares such as cast-iron doorstops in the 
shape of lighthouses, sea chests, and a banjo clock made for 
the United States Lighthouse Service. A plate-warming 
cabinet that came from a hotel in Maine now holds the 
television set. And soon Wyeth had collected an enviable 
assortment of hooked rugs—boats with sails to the wind, a 
mustachioed captain in a slicker, even one with the lament: 
“A gallant ship puts out to sea- Alas! My heart goes with it.”

Wyeth stays closer to home. “I used to have a life,” the 
painter says. “Now I have a life vidth lighthouses in it.”

In the living room, a fire bums most of the year. A rare antique 
hooked Waldoboro rug (named after the Maine town it hails 
from), once owned by William Randolph Hearst, lies in front 
of the fireplace. The oil house and old sea anchor outside 
his window are depicted in Jamie Wyeth’s Voles! The lamp
shade, made from an early American hatbox, is from Judith 
& James Milne in New York City. The uncurtained windows 
and white wails help brighten the room, even on overcast 
days. The sign, above, tries to insure privacy.
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Proceeds from the sales of Jamie 
Wyetti’s Ms at Sea print, an example 
of which Is in the living room, this page, 
benefit the Maine Lights Program.
The plate-warmer cabinet and the 
old sea chest are from Paul De.Coste, 
in Newburyport, Massachusetts.
Ten lobstermen carried the La Comue 
stove, below, up the hill.
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’ Jamie Wyeth’s Off Shore Raven and a
|«aRor's shell valentine hang over an old
country store’s storage shelf, ove.

' A collection of colorful vintage children’s
berry pails from Ron Wise Antiques is both
charming and decorative, in the dining

1
area, antique lightning rods stand bn a
tabie that is surrounded by captain^s

chairs. Sources, see back of book.



TRADE SECRETS A

Shop to Shore ^
Jamie Wyeth’s lighthouse has been furnished 
with one-of-a-kind maritime antiques that 
include hooked rugs and cast-iron doorstops.
But there is a flotilla of new nautically inspired 
wares around, from an authentic brass bell to whimsical salt and 
pepper shakers. So deck your walls, pile up the pillows, turn on 
the lights, and take the captain’s seat. Your ship has come in.

A OLD SALT
Boston Warehouse 
Trading’s salt and 
pepper set is $io. 
617-769-8550.

A LIGHTS ON
Jamie '^Cyeth’s Im 
at Sea print, right, 
is $2,550, from the 
Island Institute, 
207-594-9209. 
Proceeds benefit 
the Maine Lights 
Program; one of its 
lighthouses is above.

< BANANA BOAT New i »
nautical designs from Banana
Republic, left, include striped
canvas pillows, S55 to S125
each, and down-filled pillows
with regatta flags and rope
trim, $132 to $164 each. To
come: a set of six cocktail nap
kins, $42, and glasses with an
etched-flag motif, $15 each.

in NYC.
APERFECT PITCH Adder jug 
in the Constitution pattern is $150, 
from Mottahedeh & Company; 
800-242-3050

ATWO IF BY SEA Brass-and-copper 
lanterns are available in two sizes,
$85 and $99 each, from the Lighthouse 
Gallery & Gifts. 800-579-2827

V
< HOLD THE DOOR
Antique doorstops,
like the one in Jamie AGULF LINKS Chaine d’Ancre 

china is a new pattern from 
Hermes and costs $250 for a five- 
piece place setting. 800-441-4488

^Cyeth’s studio, above,
inspired the new
cast-iron Cape Cod 
Collection replica, left,
$40. 800-253-4878

<BASK£T CASES Handwoven 
Nantucket Lightship baskets are $325 
to $565 each, and are available by 
special order from Susan and Karl 
Ottison’s workshop. 508-228-9345
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<LOOK OUT Solid
brass porthole has
been made into a mir
ror that is iz inches in
diameter. The $49.95
looking glass is avail
able from Preston’s of
Ships and Sea cata
logue. 800-836-1165

> FABRICS UNFURLED
Ahoy fabrics, right, top ro^ 
are from Summer Hill Ltd.,
212-935-6376; bottom row.
from left: Waverl/s Skipper
cottons, 800-423-5881;
Compass Weave, by 
Mulberry at Lee Jofa, 
516-752-7600; and

V f. . L' WELL
The Catie Cod
Collec in’s brass 'Schumacher’s ship’s b is $135.Sailboats, 800-332-3384

VSIT AT THE HELM
Captain’s chair, similar
to the painted white
one, right, is available 
in a walnut finish for
S139, from the New
York Chair Company.
212-260-5900

from E&B/Goldbergs, a ABRIGHT WORK Gracious
marine-supply company. Home’s Tortoruga outdoor light
212-594-6065 in brass is S199. 800-338-7809

> TOP OF THEV FOOT WARMER
Frette’s 4Antique hooked rug, below 

(like the beauty from 
Wyeth’s house shown above)

LINE
custom-made
Yacht Club line
of embroideredis $1,800, from Laura Fisher
Italian linens andAntiques. 212-838-2596
towels ranges from
S150 for a guest 
towel to $3,000
for a king-sized set
of sheets. 212-988-
5221. Sources, see
back of book,
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OR SEVERAL YEARS NOW, auction-housc cxpcrts and deal

ers have been aware of a new breed of collector: men and
women in their thirties and early forties who have made
money on Wall Street and who enjoy spending it at antiques
shops, auction houses, and flea markets. As part of the trend
toward inconspicuous consumption in the ’90s, these buyers

rarely seen waving a paddle at an auction or writing aare
check at a dealer’s booth. They do their homework, usually
with the help of an expert who ends up acting as both adviser
and decorator, and they make their purchases anonymously.

I will occasionally take on a project where I advise someone
collection and then put their acquisitions together into aon a

decorative scheme,” says Khalil Rizk, co-owner of the Chinese

Pale walls, sisal carpeting, and oversized seating in muted
colors emphasize the large scale of the living room and provide
a neutral setting for the owner's collections. A 17th-century
Flemish painting, previous pages, hangs above a sofa covered
in Pierre Frey fabric and flanked by two 18th-century Chinese
tables. A George III carved gilt-wood mirror made up of Chinese
paintings dominates the far end of the room, above and oppo
site page. Twin sofas covered in Clarence House fabric, above,
are surrounded by an English Regency penwork stool and an
18th-century, Chinese black-lacquer coffee table. The ornate
18th-century, Italian console, left, sets off the architectural lines
in a 17th-century Italianate Landscape hanging above it.
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At the entrance to the dining room, a late-18th-century Genovese
bench and a grouping of 18th-century Italian and 19th-century
French drawings transform the apartment’s foyer into a gallery.



‘A project like this is
about assembling objects
rather than resorting to

;;

Porcelain Company, a gallery that also specializes in European 
furniture and works of art. ‘A project like this is about assem
bling objects rather than resorting to grand decorating the
atrics.” It was in this spirit of arranging objects instead of 
using them as afterthoughts in decorating that Rizk under
took the creation of a chic but understated Manhattan apart
ment for an investment banker he has known since college.

For five years, the owner and Rizk searched for just the right 
paintings and objects, both here and abroad. They then com
bined them to create an atmosphere of hushed serenity A collec
tion of French and English drawings has been paired with 
Italian neoclassical furniture in the entrance hall. The walls are 
stenciled in a quiet Louis XVI pattern, and the bare wood floors 
have been painted a shade of amber and decorated with a geo
metric pattern. ‘A great source of inspiration for the entrance 
was Deeda Blair, who also helped me locate many of the 
resources I used throughout the apartment,” says Rizk, referring 
to the Washington, D.C., philanthropist whose own house, done 
by Billy Baldwin in the late 1960s, remains a decorating classic.

This same quiet color scheme continues in the living room. 
Because of the room’s impressive scale—25 by 35 feet—Rizk 
selected oversized sofas and three large Old Master paintings 
by Jan Both, Melchior d’Hondecoeter. and Giovanni Paolo 
Panini to anchor it. The room’s focal point, a rare George III 
over-mantel mirror, is attributed to the famous eighteenth- 
century English cabinetmaker John Linnell.

Donald Kaufman, a color specialist, created a pale shade 
of celadon for the walls and used a soft cream color for their 
trim. The upholstery is covered in muted silks and cottons. 
“In an elegant way, it’s as if you’d slipcovered the house for 
the summer as you would an Edwardian home,” Rizk says. 
Unlike Edwardian “loose covers,” which were made of simple 
fabrics, these have been precisely tailored in luxurious mate
rials. The sense of luxury throughout the apartment is nicely 
combined with practicality. In the library/dining room, for 
instance, the bookshelves display both books and blue-and- 
white porcelain, while the Louis XVI mahogany library 
table doubles as a work space and dining table.

The bedroom, whose walls are covered in a soft brown toile, 
is also a sitting room. Like the rest of the apartment, it is filled 
with a range of art and objects. “It is by design that the collec
tion here is eclectic,” Rizk says. “When most dealers help put 
together a collection, they go for a uniform look. But I like 
rooms that have a sense of fun and a few surprises.”

Carol Vogel h an art-news reporter at The New York Time.s.
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A 19th-century French candleholder in the master bedroom,
above, guards an 1810 portrait of Lucien Bonaparte. In the guest
bedroom, below, an 18th-century needlepoint headboard, a
George HI bedside table, and wall coverings from Hodsoll McKenzie
add color to the golden scheme. Sources, see back of book.





HOME
THE LATEST HOLLYWOOD MUST-HAVE THE WARNER BROS. STUDIO BACK

lot in Burbank houses what must be 
the world’s most upscale trailer park. 
When the cameras aren’t rolling, 
Arnold, Demi, Mel, and other top tal
ents retreat to their custom-fitted 
mobile strongholds.

For Joel Silver, the producer behind 
such monster hits as Die Hard and 
Lethal Weapon, those standard star 
vehicles won’t do. “Have you tv^tseen 
the other trailers?” he scoffs. “The 
fixtures are Lucite or brass. They’re so 
cheesy. They assault my senses.”

In addition to being one of Holly
wood’s most successful producers, 
Silver is about the most fanatically 
design-conscious guy in town. A 
devotee of Frank Lloyd Wright, he 
has painstakingly restored two of the 
master’s best houses: the Storer house 
in Los Angeles, and Auldbrass Planta
tion in South Carolina.

Accustomed to the refined standards 
of his off-duty digs, Silver recently 
decided he should bring his working 
environment up to their mark. The 
result is unveiled on these pages—and 
a more stylish interior-on-wheels you’re 
not likely to find. But what else would 
you expect when the designer is the 
very grand Thierry Despont, whose 
current works in progress include Bill 
Gates’s cybermansion and the galleries 
of the new Getty Center Museum. 
Despont admits Silver’s was an unlikely 
commission. “Joel called me and said, 
T want you to help me design my 
trailer,”’ the French-born, impossibly 
elegant Despont recalls. “I didn’t know 
what a trailer was ... but I said, ‘Sure.’”

For Silver, the project offered the 
novel prospect of working with a great 
designer who is still breathing. “I have 
this problem—I have an architect 
that’s dead and I can’t really talk to 
him that much,” the producer says

IS THE DESIGNCR TRAILER. THIERRY

DESPONT’S FOR PRODUCER JOEL

SILVER PUTS POWER ON LOCATION

BY JAMES REGIN TCTO

PHOTOGRAPHED BY TODD EBERLE

The vintage 1940s chairs and coffee 
table by Warren McArthur and the sofa 
by Paul T. FrankI establish a streamlined 
look for the interior of Joel Silver’s trailer.

Ill



T»r,

with a slight grin. “But Thierry kind of 
channels Wright for me.”

As both men had other priorities, 
the trailer was designed “on the fly.” 
“Joel sent photos of it to me in New 
York,” Despont recalls. “The design 
was all done long-distance. I sent him 
sketches, drawings, and material sam
ples.” Finally, the Teton trailer was sent 
to a facility in Sacramento that exe
cuted Despont’s plan.

While Despont envisioned some
thing that was “streamlined and mod- 
erne,” he emphasizes that “we didn’t 
want it to be a period piece.” Never
theless, he looked for inspiration to 
the work of Donald Deskey at Radio 
City Music Hall, as well as that of Ray
mond Loewy, whose plans for Grey
hound buses offered a model for high 
design on wheels.

Despont also had to take into account 
the obvious limitations imposed by 
mobility. “It’s a bit like doing an air
plane. It can’t be too heavy. I wanted the 
paneling to be embossed metal, but 
when we weighed it out, we couldn’t do

it. So we faux-painted wood.” For the 
red trim on the countertops and ceiling, 
Despont used varnish and paint to 
simulate Bakelite, while the Warren 
McArthur-designed banquettes were 
done in leather to mimic the original 
vinyl. “You just can’t get good vinyl any
more,” Despont says with a laugh.

Most of the furniture was assembled 
from Silver’s collection of Warren 
McArthur pieces made in the forties. 
Constructed of aluminum tubing, these 
items were ideal for the trailer’s weight 
requirements. Silver couldn’t resist one 
heavy-duty homage to his idol, how
ever: He installed a 1903 Frank Lloyd 
Wright slipper chair in the bedroom.

As befits the movable command 
post of a Hollywood mogul, the 
trailer features enough state-of-the- 
art electronic equipment to direct a 
space lauitch or, possibly, a coup d’etat. 
The DSS (Digital Satellite System) can 
pick up about five hundred channels 
from virtually anywhere on the planet. 
Several cellular telephone consoles 
(each with multiple lines) insure that

no call is ever more than an arm’s 
length away. A producer without a 
phone is like a myope without glasses, 
so two separate backup phone systems 
are also on board (one CB, the other 
radio-based). Silver lowers his voice 
slightly, dread discernible in its hush, 
as he contemplates the need for such 
backup “in case we’re ever out in a sit
uation where there are no cells.”

“He’s handicapped without a phone,” 
chuckles Michael Wacker, an affable, 
German-born gentleman who drives 
the truck that pulls the trailer, and who 
also whips up lamb chops (served on Sil
ver’s Depression-glass dishes) when the 
boss is ready for lunch. During the 
recent shooting of Conspiracy Theory, 
Mel Gibson and Julia Roberts often 
dropped by. On one occasion during 
the last week of filming, in February, 
Gibson offered his rave review of Sil
ver’s mobile production: “I’d live in it,” 
said the .star.

James Reginato is an editor at large of this 
magazine.
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JOEL CALLED ME AND SAID

WANT YOU TO HELP ME DESIGN MY

TRAILER, DESPONT RECALLS.

I DIDN’T KNOW WHAT A TRAILER

Silver s fleet includes a restored 1960s Facel Vega sports car, parked
alongside the trailer, top left, on the Warner Bros. lot. Top right: The
producer, standing, oversees a meeting concerning his new picture,
Conspiracy Theory; from left, director Richard Donner and actors
Patrick Stewart and Mel Gibson. Silver and Thierry Despont, above,
eat, sitting on banquettes designed by Warren McArthur and restored
in leather to mimic their original vinyl. The Frank Lloyd Wright
slipper chair in the bedroom, left, came from the William E. Martin
house in Oak Park, IL, built in 1903. Sources, see back of book.
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LOFTY ambitions..
Architect Lee Mindel creates a

penthouse that is a river-to-rive
ribute to the Manhattan skyline

PHOTOGRAPHED BY TODD EBERLE 

PRODUCED BY JAMES REGINATO

'llWRITTEN BY WENDY MOONAN
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“It’s the ultimate observation spot,” says Lee Mindel about his penthouse tower, far left, at dusk. ’’From 
here, you can see midtown and the Empire State Building.” The interior of the tower, center, is both glam-

Mouiile chandelier suspended from the circular dropped ceiling, two T. H.orous and cozy, with a Serge
a 1950s round coffee table, aRobsjohn-Gibbings chairs upholstered in a fabric by Gretchen Bellinger 

Shelton-MIndei love seat, and a V’Soske rug. Seen from the south at night, this page, the glowing tower
Jacobsen Egg chair and the steel railing of Mindel’s “stair to the sky.and its barrel vault reveal an Arne







ume open, so you see the city no matter where you are." Mindel also strives for "tonal balance": the
gray of the steel staircase and Shelton>Mindel dining table and the black leather of the Josef Hoffmann
chairs are neutralized by the warmth of the select white-oak floor. The hand-biown chandelier sparkling
above the table is by Syrie Maugham and Venini. In the den area, above, behind the Hans J. Wegner arm
chair and coffee table, are shelves with an arrangement of bowls Mindel calls a "tableau job."





t
“My palette? It’s generated from nature, the colors 

of the original materials. It’s a combination of
Florence Knoll and the color of Hermes leather” —Lee Mindel

HE NEW YORK SKYLINE HAS A GLORIOUS
new addition. Perched among the old wooden water 
tanks on the industrial buildings of the Chelsea dis
trict is a little, glowing jewel: a white, round tower 
intersected by two clear-glass barrel vaults. “It’s an 

upside-down water tower with a Corbusian cantilevered roof and 
a crown like the Statue of Liberty’s,” says its creator, New %rk 
architect Lee Mindel. It could levitate at any moment.

But there was a time, not long ago, when the striking duplex 
seemed more likely to sink. Since 1994, when Mindel began con
verting the top floor of a manufacturing building into a 3,800- 
square-foot loft (his friends affectionately dubbed it Mindel’s 
Folly), he has endured catastrophes of epic proportions.

“The temporary roof structure collapsed,” recalls Mindel, a 
maniacal perfectionist with a delightful, self-deprecating sense 
of humor. “We flooded two floors in the building. Once, when 
the roof was open, some tarpaulins flew off in a storm—one of 
the blizzards of ’96. It was snowing inside the apartment.” 

Today, after two years of working on it nights and weekends, 
he can laugh, but it’s still with a wince. Mindel bought his new 
place not because it’s two blocks from his office, but because 
it’s rare—it has panoramic views from all four sides. “I wanted 
to experience the city at every level,” he says. “I wanted to feel 
the view and the light. The idea was to be connected to the city 
and the sky. The views stretch from the East River to the 
Hudson. The trick was to eliminate distraction.”

Mindel and his partner, architect Peter Shelton, founded 
Shelton, Mindel & Associates in 1978. The small, versatile firm 
has been known for its stylish residential architecture and sleek 
corporate interiors, such as the new Fila USA headquarters in 
Baltimore and the Polo/Ralph Lauren offices in New York. 
Their work is distinguished by its modem look and seamless 
integration of architecture and interior design.

Mindel and Shelton devised a simple schematic solution for 
the loft: to keep the public volumes—most of the floor—open, 
they limited the number of walls and let light penetrate deep 
into the apartment. They packed all the utilities into an 
L-shaped service core behind the elevator, so you don't see any
thing functional (kitchen, laundry, bathrooms) when you enter. 
Then they divided the 83-foot-long space into four east-west 
bays, each 42 feet wide, which is the width of the building.

T

The den area is the spot for dramatic sunsets and is what Mindel 
jokingly calls ‘Tnulti-useless.” Actually, his friends often gather 
here to watch football games (the TV is behind a sliding wall). The 
sofa, covered in a Larsen fabric, Is from B&B Italia; Shelton* 
Mindel designed the ottomans. They’re mixed with a vintage 
Fornasetti screen, an Eames side table and Wegner Ox chairs.
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Starting from the south, the first and largest bay is the living 
room, overlooking Lower Manhattan and both rivers. The sec
ond, demarcated by glass walls, houses a rotunda; the third has 
the kitchen, and dining and den areas; and the fourth is the pri
vate sector—a three-bedroom, two-bathroom suite and library

The genius of the plan is the rotunda, which is also the foyer. “A 
circle doesn’t favor direction, so it enables full circulation around 
the form,” Mindel explains. Decorated with a Gaudi bench and 
two Frank O. Gchry chairs, the rotunda (a “salad spinner," says 
Mindel) has a column that encourages you to wind left or right. As 
you pass through one opening, you confront a wall of glass that 
extends to a glass vault above. “It’s really a refined industrial glass 
cage,” says Mindel Suddenly you understand why the light is so 
ethereal: it’s pouring in both from above and from the side.

The rotunda’s focus is a shimmering, freestanding staircase 
that Mindel calls “a piece of jewelry”—a hand-welded, hand- 
polished double helix in stainless steel that occupied fabricator 
Larry Wood for a full year. It leads to a small, square sitting 
room with clerestory windows and a circular dropped ceiling.

Mindel is giving classical geometry a little twist here. The 
entire duplex is a symphony of circles and squares, solids and 
voids, yin and yang. The rotunda and glass cage rise through the 
ceiling. “The vault of the skylight frees the rotunda as it comes 
up through the roof,” says Reed Morrison, an architect based in 
New York and Cape Cod who worked on the project with 
Mindel. “Tlie rotunda is floating. It functions in four ways: as an 
entry; as a gallery; as a way to divide the living room and dining 
area without feeling like a wall; and as a device for getting to the 
roof And once you’re on the roof it defines the exterior space 
of the tower. It’s sort of a building within a building."

Having designed two showstoppers—the rotunda and the 
staircase—Mindel kept the rest of the public space disciplined, 
clean, and modern. ‘Although it’s minimalist, it’s exuberant,” 
he says. Everything is overscaled. He installed Skyline windows 
that are seven feet square. Doors and openings are nine feet 
tall—as are the sliding wall panels that conceal the freight ele
vator, the kitchen, the stereo, and a wet bar stocked with vin
tage Jean Luce wineglasses. “The loft is all in scale,” says 
Morrison. “But it’s not really at a scale we’d normally see.”

HE ESSENCE OF MINDEL’S TALENT IS 

making architecture strong, but not so strong that 
it can’t take a backseat to interior design. Here, the 
integration of architecture and decor is complete. 
In the public spaces, the setting is spare, pared 
down. “The leanness is what gives it elegance,” 

Mindel says, “and then there’s the elegance of execution, the 
detailing,” Lighting is hidden in coves above windows so it doesn’t 
reflect on the glass at night and distract from the views. Quartz 
marble dust is integrated into the aggregate so that the floors

T
The living room is a “pared-down envelope to regulate the views” 
of southern Manhattan and the Hudson and East rivers. The decor 
is disciplined, with a Jean Prouve and Charlotte Perriand wall unit 
behind a B&B itaiia sofa covered in Giant fabric, and two black 
Jules Leleu chairs. Shelton-Mindel designed the white glass fire
place, Nessen lamps, leather chairs, and V’Soske rugs.



glisten. The mantel is bare, a stainless-steel blade that pierces 
the white-glass fireplace surround.

The private sector is anything but spare. Mindel designed 
his bleached-cherry and white-lacquer armoire, bedside 
tables, and bed. The wall behind the bed is paneled in highly 
grained anegre wood. Mindel says the palette is “generated 
by nature”: wood, metal, leather. “It’s a combination of 
Florence Knoll and the color of Hermes leather.”

At home, Mindel surrounds himself with masterworks by 
major twentieth-century designers. “These objects are all by 
people with a point of view,” he says. There’s a Jean Prouve 
and Charlotte Perriand wall-mounted bookcase, a 1948 Fritz 
Henningson leather wing chair, a Poul Kjaerhohn bench, 
chairs by Arne Jacobsen and T. H. Robsjohn-Gibbings, and 
Jacques Adnet lamps. On the shelves are arrangements of 
Venini and Orrefors glass. “The loft is almost like a curated 
space, because each of the objects has an integrity and disci
pline that the place has. They have a dialogue with each 
other,” Mindel says. “The city is a modem, urban place, and 
the objects are modern, urban pieces of history that archi
tects have created. Somehow the presence of their work 
brings a certain intelligence to the space.”

Recently, someone offered him “a pot of gold” for the loft. 
“It’d have to be more,” says Mindel, laughing. “I’m still busy 
trying to make the transition from employee to occupant.

Wendy Moonan is an editor at large of this magazine.

The bedrooms are “like ship cabins, where everything is machine
like and resolved,” Mindel says. In his bedroom, right, “the bas- 
ketweave pattern of the anegr^paneled wall masks the closet 
and bathroom doors.” The chairs are by Richard Neutra; the 
Arteluce lamp is from Lin Weinberg. In the guest room, above, 
Mindel plays virith black and white bands in the Jacques Adnet 
lamps and a Brice Marden painting. Sources, see back of book.
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Charge It
Carlyne Cerf de Dudzeele’s duplex 
apartment is filled with the hot colors 
and the chic luxuries she loves

HERE ARE THOSE WHO LIVE TO SHOP, and then 
there is Carlyne Cerf de Dudzeele. There are those 
who are collectors of this and that, and then there is 
the New York-based fashion stylist whose small duplex 
is a hymn to all things bright and beautiful—especially 

those labeled Hermes, Lalique, Floris, and Chanel. “I love 
things,” says the exuberant stylist. Her philosophy of deco
rating is easily expressed: “I buy things and make it all hap
pen,” she says with a sweep of her hand.

What happens is a vivacious yet surprisingly controlled inte
rior where strong colors—predominantly red and yellow— are 
set off by the bold patterns on 
vases, pillows, and picture 
frames. “It’s all about multiples,” 
says Cerf de Dudzeele, whose 
clothes closet is filled to within 
an inch of its shelf life with 
dozens of Hermes, Versace, and 
Chanel handbags, Chanel sneak
ers, flats, and boots, Manolo 
Blahnik mules, boots, sandals, 
pumps, and loafers, fifty-odd 
Chanel cashmere twinsets, and a 
haberdashery of men’s shoes 
from Weston. There are also less 
pricey bits: a rainbow of plastic 
cigarette lighters, and a favorite 
ofhers—flickering bulbs for the 
two forties chandeliers from 
Jean-Paul Beaujard’s Paris shop.

Speed has always been essen
tial to the fashion stylist’s mode 
of operation, Her move to the 
Upper East Side three years ago 
from a floor-through in a town house was done in a flash. “One 
day,” she recalls, “I thought I should buy an apartment. Four 
days later, I found it.” Alan Jezequel, a contractor, helped her 
move in less than six months later. Her decorating also took 
its cues from her impulsiveness. She wanted yellow walls to 
give the place a “gay, happy feeling,” but nor just any yellow “I 
had to match my Islanolo mules,” she says. “Their yellow was 

making me so crazy that 1 had to have it.” It took eight days 
at Janovic/Plaza, a New York paint store, to get the color right.

For the furniture, Cerf de Dudzeele shopped at flea markets

t

A deliberately hectic and colorful collection of 
objects requires the proper stage. In the living room, 
opposite page, taffeta drapes from Veraseta in Paris 
provide a serene backdrop for the daring assem
blage of objects: flea-market lamps are grouped by 
the sofa, top; paintings line up below a mirrored 
panel, above. The chandeliers are from Jean-Paul 
Beaujard Antiquites, in Paris, the benches from Niall 
Smith Antiques in NYC, the sisal from Stark Carpet, 
the pillows from Hermes and Manolo Blahnik.

BY SUZANNE SLESIN 
PHOTOGRAPHED BY MICHEL ARNAUD
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Cerf de Dudzeele’s neat piles of sweaters, lines of shoes, and stacks 
of towels make a distinct decorative statement. The bed, above, is in the 
former dining room. Its pillows are from Versace, the blanket is from Hermes, 
the bedspread from Frette. A bench from Niail Smith Antiques stands at its 
foot. The bedroom opens onto the closet/dressing room and the bath
room, left. Drawings by Karl Lagerfeld and Manolo Blahnik hang above a 
bureau from Jean-Paul Beaujard Antiquites. Sources, see back of book.

and antiques stores, grouping mismatched lamps, some 
without shades, near the sofa. Drawings and sketches, often 
gifts from fashion designers like Karl Lagerfeld and Manolo 
Blahnik, axe stacked on the floor,

“It’s like a big hotel suite,” says the stylist, who has turned 
what was once the bedroom into her walk-in closet and dress
ing room. The bed now sits center stage in the area formerly 
occupied by a dining-room table. “Only my friends come 
here, so I don’t mind if they see my bedroom,” she says.

There is a distinctly French feeling to the rather quirky 
three-room apartment. In the spacious living room, with its 
T4-foot-high ceilings, generous swoops of yellow taffeta frame 
the tall windows, while two voluminous sofas face each other 
across a carpeted expanse. “I love open space. It’s not like a rab
bit warren. I can stay home for three days without going out.”

That’s not really likely these days, as Jack, a Jack Russell ter
rier, has entered Cerf de Dudzeele’s life. Naturally, his leashes 
match the colors of her cashmere sweaters, and he already has 
four trips on the Concorde under his collar. “I dress first, then 
I dress him,” she says. Like his owner. Jack has addresses in 
Paris, New York, and St. Barts. He’s a “chien chic,” says Cerf 
de Dudzeele, who grew up in the south of France, where she 
used to dress the family cats.

The fashion stylist, who finds Mexican baskets woven of 
plastic thread as exciting as Rolex watches, knows that as soon 
as she begins buying a particular object, she will not stop. “As 
soon as I start to collect, I go crazy,” she admits. “It’s not one 
twinset I want, it’s all of them,” Is this obsessional behavior? 
“Oh, yes,” she says. ‘Absolutely.”
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5 OBELISK, Enamel, poppy
jasper, and sapphire,
$27,500, at Verdura,
745 Fifth Avenue

CerfsTurf

In New York, Carlyne Cerfde Dudzeele’s 
shopping route is centered around Madison 
and Fifth Avenues in the Fifties and Sixties, 
with two detours: Gracious Home, uptown, 
and Niall Smith Antiques, downtown. But 
Chicago’s Michigan Avenue, Beverly Hills's 
Rodeo Drive, Paris’s rue du Faubourg-Saint 
Honore, and London’s Sloane Street—as toeil A 
as some duty-free shops—also offer many 
of the high-toned wares she loves so much.

4 PERFUMED SOAPS,

Fleurs des Alpes, $45 for a box 
of three, Guerlain at Bergdorf 
Goodman, 754 Fifth Avenue (rued

3 HAND-PAINTEO P I L L 0 WS , $395, 
at Manolo Blahnik, 15 W. 55th Street

COFFEE SERVICE

oSilver-plate and bamboo, ■\
$225 to $295 per piece, at
Gucci, 685 Fifth Avenue

o
«

1 JACK ON PILLOWS AND DUVET,

$175 to $4,110, at
Versace, 647 Fifth Avenue

SOURCES. SEE SACK OF BOOK.



7 TOWEL, CottO
$395, at Chani6 TOWELS, Cotton,

$385 each, at Hermes, 15 E. S7th Stn
11 E. S7th Street

© 6f(5lCf0u5

1230 Tlw)(L A^ .i

)
II

CHANEL
'fi.OUTIQllE 0 P|0 D oP QffSt

Stahiti serving pieces, 

sterling silver and bamboo, 
$526 to $1,054, at Buccellati, 
46 E. 57th Street

I

0 D
0 D

WCl

9 LUXEMBOURG BOWL, 

Crystal, $4,650, at Laiique, 
680 Madison Avenue

10 ROOM VAPORIZER, 

$31, at Floris,
703 Madison Avenue

I
4

12 3-watt bulbs,

$8.99 each, at Gracious 
Home, 1220 Third Avenue

11 HAND^SCALLOPED
.42, ’

BED LINENS,

Cotton, $95 to $1,860, 
at Porthault, •
18 E. 69th Stre^

NlflR
3irBk{cbi.ft

START 4,



WHEN KIM TUROs’s HOME BURNED in the firestorm 
that blazed through the Oakland-Berkeley hills in 1991, all 
that remained was scorched earth and a spectacular view. 
Those elements became the building blocks for the new 
house that Turos, a landscape designer, created in collabora
tion with Oakland architect William Glass. The centerpiece

is an atrium and courtyard that blur the definition of indoor 
and outdoor space. The atrium, twenty-four feet high, is 
encased in glass, save for a circular opening in the roof that 
lets in rain and sky. The adjoining courtyard is exposed, but 
nestled within protective walls of textxired concrete. The two 
spaces are linked by a runnel of water that begins alongside
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some boulders in the courtyard and flows through the atrium 
and right into Turos’s dining room. The placement of these 
oversized rocks, as well as the concrete walls and crushed 
granite floor was inspired by Japanese and Moorish gardens. 
“They are fire-resistant materials, which was a considera
tion,” says Turos. “But I also happen to love them.'

These include, in the atrium, an 
Italian pewter tray, $128, a Chinese 
ceramic teapot, $50, and stone 
acorns by Marcia Donahue, $300 
each. In the courtyard, a Finnish 
blanket, $185, lies on the chaise. 
Nearby rests a Mexican tin lantern, 
SSO. Sources, see back of book.

Orlando Diaz-Azcuy’s teak furni
ture for McGuire Is perfect for this 
minimalist setting. The chaise 
in the courtyard, $3,290, and 
ottoman, $600, and chair, $1,725, 
in the atrium are from McGuire’s 
Portico Collection. All accessories 
are from the Gardener in Bertteley.
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HAVE COFFEE Recycled plastic chair, S499, and 
mahogany bench, $6S0, from Janus et Cie. Mahogany 
planter, $1,150, Munder-Skiles through Hollyhock.

TAKE A BREAK Kelso Chair, $950, Munder-Skiles 
through Hollyhock. Fiberglass planter, $325, Janus 
et Cie. Rain boots and rake. Smith & Hawken.
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FOR TETE-A-TETES Triconfort’s conversationTHE LIVING ROOM Teak Bay Sofa, $3,500, and side
bench, perfect for eye contact, $1,450, seen heretable, $920, by Michael Taylor Designs, Inc. Sofa
from above, is made of African hardwood.upholstered in El Paso Stripe from Henry Calvin.

s ders
)laces in the sun

CONTEMPLATE THE BLOSSOMS

A conservatory bench, $1,750, by the
Sutherland Teak Collection, gets a long
cushion in Schumacher’s Augustin Stripe.
Painted metal urns from Bountiful.





ORANGEADE Teak chair,
$990, by Giati Designs, uphol
stered in cotton Bergamo 
solid fabrics. Table and tray,
$1,095, by Summit Furniture.

HOMAS JEFFERSON

was driven to design his 
own outdoor furniture, as 
was George Washington. 
And that was long before 

the choices were whittled down 
to those two ubiquitous basics: 
the Lutyens garden bench and the 
webbed patio chair.

Fortunately, you don’t have to 
design your own outdoor furni
ture anymore to find something 
stylish. A new generation of 
designers, many based in 
California, is creating elegant, 
high-quality furnishings that can 
stand up to the elements. Some 
artisans are reproducing one-of- 
a-kind pieces, like a steel chair 
based on those used by Napo
leon’s officers. Others are invent
ing new classics, like a sundeck 
chaise for Summit Furniture by 
English designer John Munford, 
who creates furniture for “super- 
yachts”; or Janus et Cie’s arm
chair made of recycled plastic.

Even traditional outdoor fur
nishings can be given a face-lift. 
Add cushions and bolsters in 
lush fabrics meant for indoors 
(just remember to take them 
inside on cloudy days). Or paint 
classic garden furniture in a not- 
so-standard color. We coated a 
cast-iron chair in rust-resistant 
orange—a nice counterpoint to 
two of nature’s favorite hues: 
sky blue and grass green.

T
POOLSIDE PLUNGE Jasper
Morrison's aluminum Lima
chair, $335, and Philippe
Starcks's Prince Aha plastic 
stool, $78, both from Moss.

ON THE BEACH Safari
folding chair in teak, $439,
Barlow Tyrie Inc. The folding
umbrella, $2,220, by Giati
Designs, (see also Threshhold,
page 6) has a maple base.



CURVED GRANDEUR Black Iron chair, $4,400, by liana SPRAV-PAiNT MAGIC Aluminum lounge chair,
Goor. Moire table, $725, McGuire Furniture. Hudson River from Brown Jordan’s Sol y Luna line, $749, which
Planter Box, $325, Munder>Skiles through Hollyhock. we customized with Rust-Oleum Indian Spice.

r I

• *

ADD CUSHIONS Teak armchair. $995, and table, 
$1,095, by Summit Furniture. Cushions upholstered 
in cotton Tahiti fabric by Clarence House.

NAPOLEONIC Steel chaise, $2,769, and faux-bois 
plant stand, $1,046, by Torn! Kushner. Cushions and 
bolster in Sagan fabric from Manuel Canovas.

i -



milk jugs bvjiums CT Cie in 
LosAngdes (ir’sa dead ringer 
for painted wood). To clean 
plastic furniture, just hose 
it down.
CAST STONE Stone furni
ture is tJic best choice if 
you’re after longevity, but not 
the best option if you like to 
move furniture around the 
garden (unless you also ha|> 
pen to have a front-end loader 
on hand). Stone furniture can 
be cleaned with a garden hose. 
Once a year, scrub with soapy 
water using a soft brush, 
WICKER. RATTAN, BAMBOO 
Furniture woven from these

oak. Let them weather natu
rally. cover with a scaler, or 
coat with varnish or paint.

'' From ca.st iron to 
steel, metal's durability makes 
it a popular material for out
door furniture. Unfortunately, 
even stainless steel is prone to 
corrosion and therefore'not 

a good choice for a wet, salty 
environment like a seaside 
patio. If you do use metal 
furniture outdoors, have it 
painted or [wwder-coated (an 
invisible plastic treatment 
chat resists rust). Aluminum 
is rlie exception: 'I’his lij^t-

SEAT ‘ P approved by the Rainforest 
Alliance’s Smart Wood pro
gram. Teak is not invincible: 
Garden designer Ivladison 
Cox places teak furniture on 
granite blocks so its legs won’t 
absorb moisture. To clean

TEAn Furniture made of
this hardwood, also used in 
shipbuilding, is exceptionally 
durable. Ar historic gardens 
like Montgomery Place in 
New York’s I ludson Valiev.
teak benches survive outdoors teak, brush with .soapy water 
after several decades of rain every six months.
and snow. Teak tlevelops its
prized silver-gray patina when Though not as strong as 
left outside for at lea.st six 
months. Since the trees arc 
endangered, many firms have 
used plantation-grown teak

teak, other hardwoods can
be used outdoors. These 
include redwood, pressure- 
treated pine, and kiln-dried

weight metid never rust|.
I'nlike metal,'plas-'.Vv ‘ materials will rot outdoors if

not treated. Protect it withtic is the perfect material for
... . ., *,' **^.* paint, lacquer, or yachtfurniture intended for a moist

♦ .a" »i- V varnLsh. Brush occasionallysetting like an ocean tetface^7 .< .T.t’'-fi.-T
to remove bugs and spider-or a poolside deck. The
webs. All outdoor furnitureoptions range from pcdyethyl-
will la.st longer if you bring itene to recycled plastics Bkc

STEAMER SPLENDOR Designer John
MunforcTs award-winning chaise, S4,250,
for Summit Fumfture. The fabric was
made from Bergamo’s Tele Sardenga
solids. Sources, see back of book.
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Seen from the dining room, this outdoor entertaining Spaed is
meant to echo the formality of the house itself (#2 on map, opposite
page). With the fountain as its focal point, the lawn rs framed by a
hedge of Ficus nitida and a wall lined with Metrosidems BxcGisa.



AREA = APPROXIMATELY 3.5 ACRES

1 House 
2 White garden 
3 Citrus allOe

Facing the Pacific, one looks over a spacious 
landscape ofwoods and areas of lawn and wild 
grasses. On the grounds themselves, variations 
in color and foliage indicate the numerous

FACE of an enduring 
beauty, this Santa Barbara garden has 
good bones. Most new gardens come 
by their bones, if they have them at 

all, from having elaborate architectural under
pinnings constructed for them. Fortunately 
for the owners of this garden, its bones were 
inherited—they were a part of its Pacific 
Coast site, shaped seventy years ago by Italian- 
trained stonemasons.

L
IKE THE

4 Waterfall and grotto 
5 Entry courtyard

6 Mediterranean garden theme gardens. The property is bordered on 
one side by a boulder-strewn, recirculating 
stream with a grove of California live oak on a 
rise in its midst. The stream leads to the bottom

7 Vegetable garden
8 Perennial beds
9 Cutting garden
10 Scented garden
11 Arbor walkway
12 Hydrangea beds 

13 Rose garden
14 Pond

15 Recirculating stream

of the garden, where the vista incorporates the 
checkerboard of the fruit and vegetable garden. 
There is an air of unapologetic luxury to the 
scene. One feels it in the generous proportions 
of the landscape, the number of magnificent, 
mature trees, the lavishness of the cutting gar
den, where five hundred pink tulips bloom 

every spring, and the sheet amount of space devoted to lawn.
“My goal was an environment that looked as if it had always 

been there,” says Fredricks, a specialist in estate gardens who 
has worked with Webb on several historic properties around

In 1991, landscape designer Gary Fredricks 
and estate restorer Robert Webb began work
ing on this 1928 estate in Montecito, the grand
est neighborhood in old Santa Barbara. When 
the steep hillside neighborhood was developed 
at the turn of the century, stonemasons endowed it with a sys
tem of terraces and walls made from local sandstone. They
found their materials in the hills, where centuries of storms 
and earthquakes had brought boulders down from the moun
tains. Fredricks counts himself among the blessed because of 
the amount of stone on the property, Not only were the boul
ders striking in themselves, they were a source of free mater
ial for new stone construction.

Santa Barbara. Here, the original French-influenced mansion 
was taken down to its frame and replaced by a Proven^al-style 
farmhouse designed by Webb’s brother Joey. The boldest 
aspect of the redesign is a 12-foot-high stone wall around the 
courtyard in front of the house. This courtyard entrance does 
indeed feel as if it has always been there, setting the tone for 
the gardens beyond.

Passing through the house, you encounter first a formal 
composition of pool, terraces, and the white garden, all

“I was amazed at how much rock we found here,” Fredricks 
says. “We would pull up the old ivy ground cover and find a 
rock the size of a Volkswagen. ” The mixture of old and new 
stone in Fredricks’s design provides a striking framework for 
its lush, English-style plantings.
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redricks occupies an unusual position for a gardener 
in Santa Barbara. He is a practitioner in the English 
manner, with a fondness for lawns and perennial bor
ders, and acknowledges his debt to Gertrude Jekyll, 

Rosemary Verey, and Christopher Lloyd. Here he uses many 
basic Jekyll strategies for achieving variety and unity within 
large spaces. In the interest of surprise, theme gardens are sep
arated by arbors or by tunnels of foliage. “You want to see a bit 
of what is ahead, but not everything,” he says. The eye is led 
along by a Jekyll-esque progression of color. In the perennial 
beds, Fredricks’s plantings move from gray to blue to lime 
green to orange. “Classic Jekyll,” he says.

Whether you call this garden timeless or eclectic, there is 
no question that it ignores fashionable right thinking about 
what a California garden should be. Fredricks acknowledges 
that he “wanted to avoid the California cliches” of native and 
drought-resistant plants. Although he put in fields of laven
der and other drought-resistant species, he is not fond of the 
austere way they are used in many gardens in the area: “They 
have become the solution to every problem. You just throw 
in a bunch of natives,” As a dissenting gesture, he has pre
served the feeling of expansive lawns, harking back to the 
ecologically innocent 1920s, when Santa Barbara gentry 
planted as if there were no tomorrow, or at least as though 
there would never be another drought.

outlined in oak, olive, and eucalyptus trees and placed at 
right angles to the new house. Beyond the pool is the arbor 
walkway, which forms the spine of the garden and is sur
rounded by informal areas containing the various theme 
gardens: the rose garden, the cutting garden, the scented 
garden, the olive grove, and others. What is remarkable is 
that except for the fruit and vegetable garden and oak 
grove, the major design features are less than five years old. 
The atmosphere of agelessness is proof that Fredricks 
achieved his goal of integrating old and new.

The designer is especially proud of having restored the 
vegetable garden. Here again, he emphasized stone as his 
theme. He retained the old stone periphery wall and intro
duced a system of stone walkways that meander through the 
checkerboard pattern of square beds. To balance the scale of 
the old stone wall, he planted a hedge of orange cannas and 
filled in the orchard rows with medium-sized avocado, apple, 
lemon, apricot, plum, and peach trees.

When Fredricks began, the property was a maze of narrow 
paths. Most were not large enough for comfortable walking. 
“I wanted to open up the garden,” he says, “and make it possi
ble to walk and enjoy the visual connections between the 
different parts.” The barbecue area, one of the owners’ 
favorite entertaining spots, had no views. Fredricks trimmed 
back the oaks to create a vista across the stream to the veg
etable garden. ‘At sunset, the golds of the dahlias and corn 
echo the color of the sky,” he says. “It’s magical.”
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Diana Ketcham h a San Francisco-based architecture critic.
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GROUND
RULES

his is a garden that is not meant to be
seen all at once. Instead, it is designed as

series of surprises, each of which isa
unveiled by means of a stroll along one of its con
necting paths. As Gary Fredricks conceived them,
the paths have distinctive shapes and textures
determined by their setting and function, whether
rustic and rambling, as in the vegetable garden, or
geometrical and formal, as in the citrus allee.

lavender trumper vine. I'hc1.&2.CUT SANQSTONE
The parh to the left and the formalirv of rhe parh ro the
one above are made of rut left suits this private garden.
sandstone. But rhe one TTie plantings of vanegated
above is rustic in design and white lacecap hydrangea.s.
matches the informal mood blue delphiniums, and Ins
of the entranrewav with its pallida also strike a suitably
climbing ‘Tccberg’ roses and restrained note.
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by masons after they com-3. GRAVEL The approach
pleted their work wasto and path through the
retrieved and bound withcutting garden, below, is
cement and decomposeddone in gravel and bordered
granite to form a pathin stone—a Mediterranean
through the vegetable gartouch whose geometrical
den, right. Its rough textureformality is appropriate to
fits the informal surround-the setting. The gravel path
ings. Artichokes spill ontoalso echoes the use of the
the path, while lavender andsame material in the terraces
pink hydrangeas give coloraround the house and the
to the background.pool. In the cutting garden,
5. BRICK The walkwayveronica ‘White Icicles’ and
leading from the citrus alleedelphiniums hold sway,
to the perennial garden iswhile Penstcmon ‘Huntington
the most traveled of thePink’ in the foreground,
paths. Bricks retrieved fromand Brachycome multifida,
the original garden and laida ground cover on the
in a strict geometrical pat-edge of the garden, frame
tern with a stone curb acco-the approach.
modate heavy traffic and4. RECYCLED RUBBLE
also give a sense of age. cftiJThe stone rubble discarded
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DOMESTIC BLISS 
Page 31

GOING BUGGY 
Page 58

S48; $39.99/for 3; and $38, Gardeners Eden. 
Ankle boots, $44, Smith & Hawken. 
Umbrellas, S425, Hermes, 800-441-4488. 
pages 36-46, Judy Naftulin, 6 Coryell St., 
Lamberrville, NJ 08530. 609-397-8066. Joan 
Evans Antiques, 48 Coryell St., 
Lambertville, NJ 08530. 607-397-7726.
San Francisco Museum of Art, 415-357-4000. 
Byzantine Fresco Chapel, 713-521-3990. 
Citroneila candles, 800-521-0505. 
Snaidero International, 310-516-8499. 
Mail-order sources for Gomphrena seed, 
Heirloom Garden Seed Co., PO Box 138, 
GuemeviUe, CA 95446. 707-887-9129; 
Johnny’s Selected Seeds, Fos.s Hill Rd., 
Albion, ME 04910. 207-437-4301.

TUESDAY, APKIl, 15 - 
FRIDAY, MAY 50

CoNDiNAST House & Garden
and Bernhardt itwtie 
youtovisU
A Store Named Desire 
2230 Unioa Stra^
San Francisco, California

the store between April 15 
and 30* and enter to win an 
“Uncorked" wine package. The 
psekage will feature ten wines as 
selected by Contributing EdltcM- 
Jay Mclnemey in his monthly 
column ‘TJncxxked.” For infixmatkn, 
please concia Pamela Madtten, 
212.880.4738.

COVER
Wing chair by Fritz Henningson, Ifoy, 
138 Greene St.. NYC toou. 212-941-4777; 
www.troysoho.com. Arbus table, vase, 
and Alexander Noll sculpture, all from 
Hemisphere, London, England, 44-171-581- 
9800. Poul Kjaerhoim coffee table, repro
ductions available through ICF, 800-223- 
1625. Rug, designed by Shelton-Mindel and 
made by V’Soske, 212-688-1150. Available 
through architects and designers. Shelton, 
Mindei & Associates, 216 W. i8th St., 
Penthouse, NYC toon, 212-243-3939.

tb

THRESHOLD Pages 6, 12
page 31, Joan Evans Antiques, 48 Coryell 
St., Lambertville, NJ 08530, 607-397-7726. 
page 134, Maple umbrellas, $2,20o/with 
base and hoist system.
The Market Collection 
from Giati Designs,
Inc., 614 Santa Barbara 
St., Santa Barbara, CA 
93101. 805-965-6535.
Conservatory chaise 
and straw bench,
$3,290 and $1,260,
Sutherland Teak 
Collection, 800-717- 
TEAK. Rice paper and 
balsa light fixture,
$1,500, Blackman- 
Cruz, 800 N. La 
Cicnega Blvd., Los 
Angeles, CA 90069.
310-657-9228. Satin 
upholstery, Clarence 
House, 212-752-2890. Available through 
architects and designers, page 126, 
Perfume, EHcure Bleue, $90, Guerlain, 
800-882-8820, at Bergdorf Goodman, 800- 
218-4918.

HUNTING & GATHERING Pages 49-60
page 49, Christofle, 800- 
799-6886. Cane tray and 
knife, S50, and $42/part of 
a set, Global Table, 107-109 
Sullivan St., NYC 10012. 
212-431-5839. Italian linen 
sheets and pillowcases, 
$25o-$375; cashmere 
throw, $400; all from 
Calvin Klein Home, 800- 
294-7978. Silk shantung 
duvet cover and standard 
shams, $99.99-$499.95, 
Atelier Martex, 800-533- 
8229. Camisole, $50, Donna 
Karan Intimates. Available 
at Nordstrom, Saks Fifth 
Avenue, and Bloomingdale’s. 
Rosenthal, 212-696-1846. 

page 50, White porcelain dish, S7.50,
Dean & DeLuca, 560 Broadway, NYC 10012, 
212-226-6800. Elizabeth Locke Jewels, 212- 
246-6515. Marel, 800-261-3501. page 52,
Ines de la Fressange, 212-207-4637. page 54, 
Resolute, 1031 Stewart St., Seattle, WA 98101. 
Totem Design Group LLC, 152 E. 33rd St., 
NYC 10016. 212-696-5587. Denyse Schmidt 
Quilts, 203-254-3264. Artemide Inc., 800-359- 
7040. Limn Co., 290 Townsend St., San 
Franci-sco, CA 94107. 415-543-5466. Alu, 138 
W. 25th St., NYC loooi. 212-924-8713. 
Cassina, 200 McKay Rd., Huntington 
Station, NY 11746. 516-423-4560. page 56, 
ABC Carpet & Home, 888 Broadway, NYC 
10003. 212-473-3000. A/D, 560 Broadway, 
Rm. 603, NYC 10012. 212-966-5154. Ad Hoc, 
410 W. Broadway, NYC 10012. 212-925-2652. 
Baccarat, 800-777-0100. Bergdorf Goodman, 
800-218-4918. Bioomingdale’s, 800-555-sHOP. 
Calvin Klein Home, 800-294-7978.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23

Brooke Stoddard,
Senior Editor, Style 
CoNDi Nast House & Garden 

and Dale Mettemicb,
Vice President of Design 
La Barge, host a i^ecial 
design seminar*
Beacon H0I Showroom 
1866 Merchandise Mart 
Chic^^ TIHnnfa 
4:00 - 6:00 pm
*By Invitetion only to the trade. 
Inquiries, {dease oMiiact Erin 
Croncr, 312.527.3151.

HUNTING & GATHERING 
Page 49Join US and Rutt Custom 

Cabinetry as we host 
“First Principles of Design: 
The Kitchen”
TUESDAY, APKIL 29

Ratt of Seattle, Ud.
Seatde Design Center 
5701 Sixdi Avenne, Suite 121 
Seattle, Xl^shington 
6:30 - 8:30 pm
THURSDAY, MAY X

Hie foitt Collection 
382 Hrst Street 
Los Altos, CatifcHnia 
6:30 - 8:30 pm
To R^y.F. for eixker Ifotx event, 
please call Pamela Madden, 
212.880.8846. Seating is limited.

DOMESTIC BLISS Pages 31-46
pages 31-34, Shooting stick, $210, A.sprey, 
800-883-2777. Cheviot bag and Border 
jacket, $170 and $360, Barbour Inc., 800- 
338-3474. Hunstman jacket, $655, Holland 
& Holland, 8oo-since 1835. Boot scraper 
and garden shears, BayTree Trading Co., 
44-114-285-4525. Garden tote bag, $17.99. 
Gardeners Eden, 800-822-9600. Garden 
tools, Si4-$t6, Smith & Hawken, 800- 
776-3336. Le Chameau boots. La Fuma, 
800-514-4807. Plastic bucket, $9.99,
S. Feldman Housewares, 1304 Madison 
Ave., NYC 10128. 212-289-7367. Ankle 
boots, organizer, and garden gloves.

CondE Nast
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Hot, cold, wet or diy 
it*s a beautiful day for Vigoro!

And it’s only
available at The

Home Depotfs
The problem with

V ordinary fertilizers is that
they work their best

only when the weather is
perfect. ButVigoro

will give you a lush, green
lawn, no matter what

Mother Nature dishes out.
And because it’s only

*
from The Home Depot,

you’ll find it at ouri
4

guaranteed, everyday low
price. In fact, with

Vigoro, you’ll never have
a thing to worry about.

Even the weather,



Michael
Pollan

SOURCES prints and other works by Jamie Wyeth, 
James Graham & Sons, 1014 Madison Ave., 
NYC 10021, 212-535-5767. pages 98-99, 
Antique sea chest and plate-warmer, 
Paul Dc Coste, 508-462-2138. By appoint
ment only. Grain holder, Ron Wise 
Antiques, Myerstown, PA, 717-529-6445. 
Stove, Williams-Sonoma, 800-541-2233, 
Berry pails and shelf, Ron Wise Antiques, 

Banjo clock, Paul Dc 
Coste. Lightning 
rods, Marston House 
Antiques.

Fillamento, 2185 Filmorc St., San Francisco, 
CA 94115.415-931-2224. littala, 800-448-8252. 
Laliquc, 800-993-2580. LS Collection, 800- 
547-7557. Neiman Marcus, 800-937-9146. 
Pottery Barn, 800-922-5507. Saint Louis, 
800-238-5522. Simon Pearce, 800-774-5277, 
Swid Powell, 800-808-SW10. Takashimaya, 
800-753-2038, Mo.ss, 146 
Greene St., NYC 10012.
212-226-Z190. William 
Yeoward, 800-818-8484. 
page 58, Brunschwig &
Fils, 212-838-7878.
Chelsea Editions, 232 E.
59th St., NYC 10022.
212-758-0005. Waverly,
800-423-5881. page 60,
Lexington Gardens, 
ion Lexington Avc.,
NYC 10021. 212-861- 
4390. Troy, 138 Greene 
St., NYC 10012. 212- 
941-4777; www.troysoho. 
com. Claycraft, 807 
Avenue of the Americas,
NYC lOQoi. 212-242- 
2903. Madison Cox, 220 
W 19th St., NYC looit.
212-242-4631. Haddonstone (USA) Ltd., 201 
HeUer PL, Bellniawr, NJ 08031. 609-931-7011. 
Siebert & Rice, Inc., PO Box 365, Short Hills, 
NJ 07078. 201-379-2536.

A
PLAGE 
OF MY 
OWN

TRADE SECRETS 
Pages 100-101
Boston Warehouse 
Trading Company, 59 
Davis Avc., Norwood, 
MA 02062. E&B/ 
Goldbergs, 12 W. 37th 
St., NYC 10018. Laura 
Fisher Antiques, 1050 
Second Avc., Gallery 
84, NYC 10022. New 
York Chair Company, 
193 Bowery, NYC 
10002. Marimekko, 
through International 
Wallcoverings, 151 East 

Drive, Brampton, Ontario, Canada L6T1B5.

The Education of 
an Amateur Builder

A captivating, beautifully written 
personal inquiry into the art of 

architecture, the craft of building, 
and the meaning of modern work.

POT LUCK 
Page 60

NEW DIGS FOR OLD MASTERS 
Pages 102-109

All furnishings and decorative pieces, 
Chinese Porcelain Company, 475 Park Ave., 
NYC 10022. 212-838-7744. pages 102-103, 
Pierre Frey 33-1-46-33-73-00; 212-213-3099. 
pages 104-105, Clarence House, 212-752- 
2890. pages 106-107, L. Rubelli, Paris, 
France, 33-1-43-54-27-77. pages 108-109, 
Comoglio, Paris, France, 33-1-43-54-65-86. 
Hodsoll McKenzie, London, England, 44- 
171-730-2877.

“Michael Pollan looks at die 
world as a poet does, very closely 

and obliquely, and writes in 
prose diat has the brilliant 

plainness of a piece of Shaker 
furniture. Lilie Second Nature. 
A Place of My Own has the 
humor and lack of pretense 

which die best American essayists 
have learned from Twain to 

value above all things.”
—Janet Malcolm

SKETCHES Pages 70-72
John Widdicomb Company, 800-845-9472.

ART & CRAFT Pages 78-80
Helen Drutt: Philadelphia. 1721 Walnut St., 
PO 2222 Rittenhou.se Sq., PhOadelphia, PA 
19103. 215-735-1625.

DEALER’S CHOICE Page 82
Ariane Dandois, Paris, France, 33-1-42-22-14-43.

MOGUL HOME Pages 110-113
Interior designer, Thierry W. Despont, 
Ltd., 335 Greenwich St., NYC 10013. 212-334- 
9444. Warren McArthur reproductions, Lost 
City Arts, 275 Lafayette St., NYC 10012.212- 
941-8025. Gold fabric, New Foreman,
S. Harris, 200 Kansas St., Ste. z, San Francisco, 
CA 94103. 415-864-2226. Media system. 
Future Home, 204 So. Beverly Dr., Ste. 112, 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212.310-274-9393.

UNCORKED Pages 84-86
Baccarat, 800-777-0100. Ad Hoc, 410 W. 
Broadway, NYC 10012, 212-925-2652.

LIGHTHOUSE KEEPING Pages 91-101
Island Institute, 410 Main St., Rockland, 
ME 04841. 207-594-9209. page 95, Painted 
brass hatbox, Marston House Antiques, 
Main St., Wicasset, ME 04578. 207-882- 
6010. pages 96-97,Hat box lamp and 
footstool, Judith & James Milne, 506 E. 
74th St., NYC 10021. 212-472-0135. Pillow 
fabrics, Marston House Antiques. Iris at Sea

i

LOFTY AMBITIONS . . . SERENE 
SOLUTIONS PAGES 114-125

Shelton, Mindei & Associates, 216 W i8th St.,

A Selection of the Book-of-the-Montli Club
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h ttp://www. randomhouse. com/
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The Index
22. Crate ano Barrel: Tht Crate and 
Barrel catalog and stores offer a unique col
lection of contemporary furniture, accessories, 
and ttdsleware from around the world. Gifts 
for every otta-sinn, Gift registry available.
(We ship only in the U.S.) |2,

stunning Blue Creek™ line, For a brochure or 
more information about any of Jenn-Air's full 
line of upscale kitchen appliances, cull 800- 
JENN-AIR or visit http;//www,jennair.com.
In additinn to receive a Pirfrmanti by Design 
brochure featuring the stunning colors of Blue 
Creek in a highly unique kitchen setting, call 
800-JENN-AIR.

To receive more information from our advertisers, simply fill 
out the form below and send it to Conde Nast House & 
Garden, P.O. Box 10236, Riverton, NJ 08076-8236. Tf 

reply card is missing, you may mail us your request. Please 
indicate the catalog number you wish to receive as well as the 
amount (if applicable) requested. Make check or money order 
payable to Condi Nast House & Garden.

23. Hickory Chair Company; The
Mark Hampton Collection catalog features a 
broad range of styles and finishes for bed
room, dining room, and occiisional furniture 
as well as uphnlscery, HOO-349-HKRY 
Cacalog $12.

35. KOHLER Bath & Kitchen Ideas:
A complete set of full-color product catalogs 
covering baths and whirlpools, showers, 
lavatories, toilets and bidets, kitchen and 
entertainment sinks, faucets and accessories. 
80(M-KOHLER ext, NR5. Kohler Co. $8, 
www-kohlerco.com-

APPAREL of antique cut stone and terra-cotta. All new 
catalogs- Send $ 15 for Impmied Tiles and 
Stenf, $10 for American Anisan Tiies', or $1 for 
inttoduccoty brochures.

1. Lands' End: Lands' End sells tradi
tionally styled casual clothing fat the 
whole family. Call 800-965-4807.

24. LA barge: a unique collection of over 
500 handcrafted mirrors, tables, and accent 
furnishings created by artisans from around 
the world- For an idea-filled cacalog, call 800- 
692-2112, $7.

12. CAREY LIND DESIGNS: For a free deco
rating brochure of wall coverings, borders, and 
fabrics, call 800-375-YORK <8()0-.575-9675).

36. MARTEX: For the Martex retailer nearest 
you or for one of our helpful guides to select
ing and caring for sheers or rowels, please call 
800-458-.5000. And kxik us up on the 
Irtrerner at www.martexhnme.t'om.

2. Saks Pipth avenue: SabnZ; 
sizes 14 CO 24, offers unparalleled selec
tions, superior service, and great style for 
every occasion.

2S.McGuire: MeOuire Pumilure Purijidiu, 
100-page bonk, 145 color photographs featur
ing our classic collection of the premier rattan 
furniture and special-collectiuns designs.
Price; $15.

1-113. fibo-Trespo Laminatefloor:
Tile beautiful look of teal wood ctBnbined with 
incredible durability. No wearing, fading, or 
staining. Fifteen-year Triple Limited Warranty. 
Call 800-481-WOOD for a free cacalog.

3. Saks Fifth Avenue Petites:
The best of the Collections for Recites for 
work, weekend, and evening, all propor
tioned for women 5'4" and under.

37. The Platt collections: Elegant, 
romantic, yet bold. The Bernini Bedroom; 
classical inspiration with contemporary 
interpretations.

£;i
26. Please send me all the free items in this 
cacagory.14. ODEGARO, INC.: Carpets from Odegard, 

Inc. are the benchmark for quality in design and 
materials foe hand-knotted carpets from Nepid, 
Sliown at Odegard, Inc,, The New 'York Design 
Center, Suite 1206, and at The Washington 
Design Center, 300 D Street, Space 322. For 
ocher representatives in the U.S., South America, 
and Europe, or for mote information, call 212- 
545-0069-

4. Please send me all che free items in this 
category.

38. PHVLRiCH international: For
four decades, creating plumbing fixtutes and 
hardware for fine homes. The 122 completely 
coordinated series are available in 17 hand- 
polished finishes. All products are covered by 
u lifetime warramy. Free.

liP E SIGN M A T E R I A L S

■CART ft AMTiaUEE 27. AMDEGA & MACHIN CONSERVATORIES:
Amdegfl & Machin Conservotnrics are 
designed to the highest quality to withstand 
all climates. For a full-color brochure, phone 
800-922-0110.

S. Red Baron's Antiques;
Auctions and retail featuring important 
architeccuial antiques, decorative arts, and 
collecribles, including fine furniture, 
sculpture and statuary fountains, chande
liers, and more. Free catalog, please call 
404-252-3770.

' -c39, Thermador; Learn why Thermadur 
has become the brand of choice for so many 
discriminating cooking cnchusia.sts. Our color 
brochures offer you a wide range of options to 
meet your specific kiicbeo requirements. Call 
800-656-9226, ext. 42.

hT
IS. Pozzi WOOD Windows 6c Patio 
Doors: Pozzi Wood Windows and Patio Doors 
are handcrafted in Bend, OR. For more informa
tion and a free product catalog, call 800-257- 
9663.

28. BECKER ZEVKo: Beckcr Zeyko high- 
end custom-built German cabinetry. Full 
custom-color flexibility in over 180 differ
ent door styles, Materials u.sed: laminates, 
acrylics, polyurethanes, veneers, and solid 
woods like spruce, aider, bitch, beech, pine, 
and oak. Environmeniully friendly and 
100% recyclable-

ATIVE ACCE SSO.R 1 EA.
I40. Waterworks: Waterworks offers a 

new 65-pagc color catalog featuring its entire 
collection of bath ficnogs, accessories, sinks, 
toilets, bathtubs, and kitchen and bar prod
ucts. These pieces are classics of bathroom 
design, beautifully proportioned and exquisite
ly finished. Waterworks products are produced 
in small Itictories and by individual artisans 
able to achieve a level of quality and refine
ment of detail that simply cannot be duplicat
ed by mass production. For mote infotmacion, 
please call KlX)-89-WORKS. Catalog, $10.

6. Baccarat, Inc.; Baccatat crystal, 
crafted in France since 1794, is wotld- 
renowned for its exceptional quality and 
clean, innovative design. Includes crystal 
giftware, figurines, jewelry, vases, bowls, 
and stemware. Life is worth Baccarat. For 
a free brochure, call 800-845-1928.

16. VELUX Roof Windows and skylights;
Create light-filled spacious interiors in new 
home and remodeling projeas with VELUX 
roof windows and skylights. Free full-color 
guide is filled with design ideas to brighten 
every room in your home with natural light. 
Write or call toli-free: 800-283-28.31.

■ 'V
i

29. Classic Revivals, Inc.: To the
trade only. A rich and varied eclectic mix of 
historic and classic, modern luid traditional 
European febrics, wallpapers, and trims. in'

7. Bernaroaud: Beautiful designs 
of timeless elegance to create perfect 
table settings. Since 1863, Bernatdaud 
has been the premier Limoges porce
lain manufacturer-casting, decorating, 
and firing entirely in Limoges, France. 
Free brochure.

.-i17. York Wall Coverings: Fora 
free decorating btochute of wall coverings, 
borders, and fabrics, call 800-375-YORK 
(800-375-9675).

30. HUNTER DOUGLAS Guide to Window Decorating 
The 96-puge full-color Umiitr Douglas Guide 
to Windou! Deoraling details all of the practical 
and aesthetic elements of window foshions. 
This hardcover .sourcebook folly integrates 
window fashions with the art of interior 
design. A $14.95 value for only $5-95.

1
4^:~i' III41. Wm Ohs Inc.: Elegant "Old World " 

kitchens offered in nine European and 
American classic and country stylings. Truly 
forniturelike! Offered in a variety of warm, 
aged finishes. 24-page color brochure, $5.

18. Please send me all che free items in this cat- 
egory.

8. Great City Traders: Decorative 
accessaries and gilts for the home are avail
able through selected interior and liome-for- 
niffiings design studios. For the name of a 
resource near you, write; Great City Traders, 
537 Stevenson Street. San Francisco, CA 
94103-1636,

FkBiWsaa 31. lightolier: Designing with Lighi is a 
45-minufe video presenrarion of tips and 
guidelines on how you can apply lighting to 
enhance the beauty, comfort, and value of 
your home. From Lightolier. $7-95.

19. Calyx & Corolla: Calyx & Corolla 
offers the freshest flowers and plants available, as 
well as beautifully preserved designs. To receive 
a cacalog, please call 800-800-7788.

42. Please send me all the free items in this 
category.

REAL Estate
32. Please send me tU the free items in this 
category.fiLR.'UXlUJ.E.-------- 43. Prudential Value Range Marketing:

FVudential Real Estate's revolutionary wuy to buy 
or sell a home. Contact us for complete details.

9. Larson-Juhl: Larson-Juhl custom 
frames atid artistry to art, and warmth to 
living. To learn more alsout how custom 
frames can beautify your home, visit your 
custom framer or call 800-886-6126.

20. 8 81 B ITALIA USA. INC.; The recog
nized leader in che area of modern interior 
design combining advanced technologies and 
aesthetics. To reach your nearest dealer, please 
call 800-872-1697.

kitchen, bed Be BATH

33. Amana: Innovative line uI high-quality, 
eneigy-ssving appliances. Built-in and free
standing to fit all yout needs. Refrigerators, 
freezere, wall ovens, cooktops, ranges, 
microwave ovens, dishwashers, luid laundry 
products. 800-843-0304. $10.

44. weber-Stephen Products: Send 
in for a complete ser of product brochures, 
manufacturer's suggested retail prices, and reg
ister for the Grill Out Tims newsletter.

10. Steuben: For nearly a century, the 
master glassmakers and designers of 
Steuben have been crafting the finest 
crystal into gifts of rare and timeless 
beauty. Seasonal catalog, $2. Full-Color 
annual catalog, $7. Cidl 800-424-4240.

21. Bernhardt: Bernhardt, furniture mak- 
ere since 1889. showcases the arc of fine crafts
manship with elegant bedroom, dining room, 
and living room furniture in styles ranging 
from traditional to contemporary. A variety of 
case-goods collections feature fine csu'ving and 
lustrous hand-finished venire. The Napa 
Valley brochure may be purchased for $10, For 
more information, call toll-free: fiOO-990-9857

34. FLds Bagno: European manufaccurer 
of high-quality lighting fixtures offers the 
Bagno Collection: luminarirts & cleverly craft
ed mirrore chat solve the problem of illumina
tion in the bathroom. Full-color catalog, $4,

45. LYNX 6BO: 27". 36". and 48" buik-in or 
freestanding brass bumere (25 Bru). Lifetime 
warranev. All-wekicd construction.

FLOOR a WALL COVERINGS

46. Please send me all the free items in this 
category.

11. Country Floors: Handcrafted, 
decorative, traditional, and contempo
rary tiles: antiqued and tumbled marble, 
limestone, and travertine; mosaics; 
majolica, rena-cotta floors, architectural 
elements, moldings, sturdy floor tiles 
glazed to replicate the discrete texture

Jenn-Air; Jenn-Air offers a full line of 
innovative kitchen appliances under four 
sophisticated banners: the sleek, integrated 
Expressions* collection; stainless-steel Pro- 
Style™ line, stylish Designer line; and the



the hest... SOURCESLearn ro m
Penthouse, NYC looii. 212-243-3939, 
association with Shelton, Mindel & 
Associates, Reed A. Morrison, 1134 Madison 
Ave., NYC 10028. 212-988-3468. Landscape 
designer, Edwina vonGai, 718-706-6007. 
Architectural metalwork, Studio Source, 
800-321-6889. All rugs designed by 
Shelton-Mindel and made by V’Soske 
Inc., 212-688-1150. Available through 
architects and designers. Lighting, Johnson 
Schwinghammer, NYC, 212-643-1552. 
Flowers, Tansey Design Associates, 232 
W 30th St., NYC loooi. 212-594-2287. 
Upholstery, Jonas Upholstery Inc., 44W. i8th 
St., NYC looii, 212-691-2777. All fabrics 
available through architects and designers, 
pages 114-1x6, Chandelier, Mobilier,
180 Franklin St., NYC 10013. 212-334-6197. 
Larsen, 212-462-1300. Geoige Nelson lamp, 
Harry Greenbciger at HG Limited, 718-549- 
4712. Gretchen Bellinger Inc., 518-235-2828, 

chair reproductions, ICF, 800-223- 
i625.JosefHoffmann reproductions,
ICF. pages 117-119, Ottoman fabric,

Spinneybeck, 800- 
482-7777. Vintage 
Wegner coffee 
table, Troy, 138 
Greene St., NYC
TOOI2. 212-94I-4777; 
www.troysoho.com. 
pages 120-121, 
Fornasetti screen. 
Themes &

|V Variations, London, 
^ England, 44-171-727- 

5531. Sofas, B&B 
Italia, 150 E. 58th St., 
NYC 10158. 212-758- 
4046. Kite lamp, by 
Guarichc, Mobilier. 

Eames round table, Lin Weinberg, 84 
Wooster St., NYC 10012, 212-219-3022. 
Ceramic sculpture, Galerie Olivier Watelet, 
Paris, France, 33-1-43-26-07-87. pages 122-123 
Lelcu chairs and round Prouve table, 
Hemisphere, London, England, 44-171-581- 
9800. Jean Prouve and Charlotte Perriand 
wall unit, Galerie Jousse Seguin, Paris, 
France, 33-1-47-00-32-35. Sofa and armchair 
fabric, Giant 8oo-888-glant. pages 124- 
125, Arteluce lamp, Lin Weinberg. Antique 
Chinese brush pots. Troy Vintage Hermes 
clock and Adnet black lamps, Hemisphere.

THE SERIOUS GARDENER
TM

elegant new illustrated
-----------------------  from the --------

a
esgui

New York Botanica
Y researck leader fo 
lore tkan a century 

Tke NewYorL 
Botanical Gard 
iresents a definitive 
lew series of Looks 
or lionie gardeners. 
Here are tke first 
two volumes, eack 
a comprek 
Lands

en

cnsive 
1 ^uidc. 
illustra

-on
y ]itk 150 full-col 

pkotogfrapks.

At kookstores 
littp;//

or

evervwkerc
domliousf.com/www.ran

I Clarksotl PotlerlPitbluihfirs

I

LIGHTHOUSE 
KEEPING 
Page 91

CHARGE ITI Pages 126-129
Contractor, AJ Greenwich Contracting, 123 
W. nth St., NYC looii. 718-894-2505. Jean- 
Paul Beaujard Antiquites, Paris, France, 33- 
1-42-22-23-96. Vera.seta, Paris, France, 33-1-42- 
97-52-62. Stark Carpet Corporation, 212-752- 
9000. Frette, 212-988-5221.

CERF’S TURF Pages 130-131
Bergdorf Goodman, 800-218-4918. 
Buccellati, 800-223-7885. Chanel Boutique, 
212-335-5050. Floris, 212-935-9100. Gracious 
Home, 212-988-8990; outside New York.
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Parfumeui, $7o/large, 
800-848-6835. Retort 
vase, $312, designed by- 
Nigel Coates for Simon 
Moore G-ondon) 
Limited, 44-171-498- 
0080. Votive bath 
lights (pictured), $22 
for 4, Perfumes Isabell.

800-338-7809. Hermes, 
800-441-4488. Gucci, 
212-826-2600. 
Porthault. 212-688- 
1660. Lalique, 800-993- 
2580. Manolo Blahnik, 
212-582-1583. Verdura, 
212-265-3227. Gianni 
Versace Home 
Signature, 212-317-0224. 
Niall Smith Antiques, 
212-255-0660.

PHOTO CREDITS
Domestic Bliss: 
Courtesy of the New 
York Botanical Garden, 
Bronx, NY. Past 
Perfect: House if 
Garden, April 1958/ 
Courtesy of CNP 
Archives. Object 

Lesson: Computer illustration; Courtesy of 
Mark Gajewski/G Squared, Ann Arbor, MI. 
Dealer’s Choice, Courtesy of Ariane 
Dandois. News: Rug photo by Erica Lennard; 
sofa courtesy of Cassina; box tower shelves 
courtesy of Alu; quilt courtesy of Denise 
Schmidt; lamp courtesy of Artemide; easy 
chair courtesy of CBI. Trade Secrets: Iris at 

print/photo Courtesy of Peter Ralston.

& IN BETWEEN 
Pages 132-133

McGuire Furniture, 
800-662-4847. The 
Gardener, 1836 Foiurth 
St., Berkeley, CA 94710. 
510-548-4545.

THE OUTSIDERS 
Page 134

THE OUTSIDERS Pages 134-139
Upholstery by Susan Maltby, 825 San 
Miguel Ave., Venice, CA 90291.310-392- 
7182. All furniture prices do not include 
material. All fabrics available through archi
tects and designers, pages 134-135, Janus et 
Cie, 800-24-jANUS. Munder-Skiles through 
Hollyhock, 214 N. Larchmont Blvd., Los 
Angeles, CA 90004. 213-931-3400. Orange- 
striped fabric, Doumala, cotton, Manuel 
Canovas, 212-752-9588. Rain boots and 
rake, $44 and $14, Smith & Hawken, 800- 
776-3336, Michael Taylor Designs, Inc. 1500 
17th St., San Francisco, CA 94107. 415-558- 
9950. Henry Calvin, 212-371-4333- Triconfort, 
800-833-9390. Sutherland Teak Collection, 
800-717-TEAK. Schumacher, 800-332-3384. 
Antique painted urns, $4,250/pair. 
Bountiful, 1335 Abbot Kinney Blvd., Venice, 
CA 90291. 310-450-3620. pages 136-137, 
John Kelly Furniture Design, 144 Chambers 
St., NYC 10007. 212-385-1885. Giati Designs, 
Inc., 614 Santa Barbara St., Santa Barbara, 
CA 93101. 805-965-6535. Bergamo, 212-888- 
3333- Summit Furniture, Inc., 5 Harris St., 
Bldg. W, Monterey, CA 93940. 408-375-7811. 
Moss, 146 Greene St., NYC 10012. 212-226- 
2190. Pink-striped tumbler, $22,
Bountiful. Barlowlyrie Inc., 800-451-7467. 
pages 138-139, liana Goor, 212-421-9114. 
McGuire Furniture, 800-662-4847. Brown 
Jordan, PO Box 5688, El Monte, CA 91731. 
818-443-8971. Rust-OJeum, S00-323-35S4. 
Tomi Kushner for Les Jardins au Soleil, 415- 
331-1114. Clarence Flouse, 212-752-2890.

The Second Annual 
Los Angeles Antique Show 
features world-doss 
antiques from over 
60 outstanding dealers.

The preceding is a list of some of the prod
ucts, manufacturers, distributors, retailers, 
and approximate list prices in this issue of 
House if Garden. While extreme care is taken 
to provide correct information, House if 
Garden cannot guarantee information 
received from the sources. All information 
should be verified before ordering any item. 
Antiques, one-of-a-kind pieces, discontinued 
items, and personal collections may not be 
priced, and some prices have been excluded 
at the request of the homeowner.

— PRODUCED BY JOYCE BAUTISTA

WEDNESDAY, MAY 14 - 
SUNDAY, MAY 18

Baricer Hangar 
Santa Monica Aixport 
Los Angeles, CA

WEDNESDAY, MAY 14 
6:00-7:00 PHCONDE NAST HOUSE & GARDEN IS A TRADE

MARK OF ADVANCE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS, 
INC., PUBLISHED THROUGHOUT ITS DIVISION, 
THE CONDE? NAST PUBLICATIONS INC. COPY
RIGHT © 1997 BY THE C0ND£ NAST PUBLICA
TIONS INC. ALLRIGITTS RESERVED.
Conde Nasr HOUSE k GARDEN (ISSN-1087-9S28) is pub

lished
Madison Avenue. New York, NY 10017. Sieven T. Florio, 
Presidenr & CEO; David B. Chemidlin, Trcasuccc; Robert 

Sapolsky, .Secretary. Periodical postage paid at New York, New 
York 10001 and at additional mailing offices. Authorized as 

Second-Class mail by the Post Office Department, Ottawa, and 

lor payment of postage in cash. Canadian Publication Mail Sides 

Product Agreement No. 0978027. Canadian Goods and Services 
lax Registration No. Ri2j24a885. .Subscription: In the U.S. and 

possessions, S18 for one year. $34 lot two years. In Canada, $;ta 

for one year including GST. Elsewhere, S37 for one year, payable 
in .advance. Single copies; US. S2.95; Canada S3.50, For subscrip

tions, address changes, and adjustiocnrs, write to Cainde Nasc 
HOUSE & GARDEN, RO. Box 56149, Boulder, CO 80322-6145. 

Eight weeks are required for change oKaddress. Please give both 

new and oW address, aspiimedon la.w JabeJ. SUBSCRIPTION 
INQUIRIES; Please write to Comfo Nast HOUSE & GAR

DEN, RO. Box 56145, Boulder, Colorado K0321-6145,
subscription will be mailed

Gaia Preview ttM Honorary 
Chairs: Anne and Kirk 
Douglas; Veronique and 
Gregory Peck

inthly by The Condc Nasc Publications Inc., 350

Come meet Dominique 
Browning as dte moderates 
a panel on ^TbeASure 
of the Home: Designing 
with Antiques
THURSDAY, MAY 15, 
2:30puGLORIOUS PROFUSION Pages 140-145

Architect and landscape designer, Joey 
Webb Architectural Designs and Gary 
Fredricks Land.scape Design, 1977 Paquita 
Dr., Carpinteria, CA 93013. 805-684-0841.

Featured on the panel will 
be Mr. Kerry Joyce, Mr. Prank 
Pennino, Ms. Rose JMow,
Mr. Paul Vincent Wiseman

& ANOTHER THING Page 156
Calvin Klein Home, $30,800-294-7978. 
Perfumes Isabell, $2o/medium, 8oo-isabell, 

Penhaligon’s, $35/medium, 800-588-1992. 
Origins, S17.50, 8oo-origins. Mariage Freres, 
$58, and Comptoir Sud Pacifique, $79, at 
Barneys New York, 212-826-8900. LArti.san

HouseetGarden - may 1997

call

This event benefits fihe ^bmen's 
Guild Of Cedars-Slnal Medical Center. 
For more infiannattot, call 310.4SS.2686.

800-234-1520. First copy of 
within ei^t weeks alter receipt of order. Volume i66 Number 5

PRINTED IN Tl-IE UNITED STA'DiS
POSTMASTER; SEND ADDRESS CHANGES 
TO CONDE NAST HOUSE & GARDEN, P.O, 
BOX 56145, BOULDER, COLORADO 80328-6145.

CondS Nast

House harden



other thing...a

PEONY That most elusive
of fragrances, but you can a 
see the ants swarming over 
buds—Calvin Klein Home

the

SWISS MOUNTAIN AIR
A stroll in the refined altitude of an
alpine meadow. The tiny votives have 
enormous chdj:m—Perfumes babell

The seductive smell of damp earth 
on a rainy dh^tnooTi—MariageFr^res

LAVANDULA OFFICINALIS MOTU Sultry, full-moon nights 
in the 6.^stTt—Comptoir SudPacifiqueThe true and gentle valor of that 

purple burns through—

MIMOSA MARIN
CLEAN SHEETS The sharp and sweetly fragrant 

heat of Morocco. Break outGet the linen off the
clotheslines— Ori^ns the champagne and blood oranges 

—UArtisan Parfumeur

FOR THOSE OF US who haven’t yet gotten our May flowers (despite the 
April showers), here’s another way to bring in the scent of spring. 

Aromatherapies are sprouting like weeds, so weVe done some serious 
culling for you Here are the summer’s best candles.

PLEASE SEE PRECEDING PAGES FOR SHOPPING SOURCES
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choice of a 
5.2 litre V8
aU-the-time 
of security 

with

also offers aGrand Cherokee
-1 available high-output 
exclusive Quadra-Trac® 

added sense

TheDuring the past two years, the Colorado River 
carved another millimeter into the Grand Canyon, 
Santa Ana winds shifted tons of sand around the 
Mojave Desert, and Jeep engineers added over 40 
major advancements to jeep Grand Cherokee Limited.

behind the wheel, you’ll be moved by 
trimmed front seats with 10-way 

lumbar support. And 
Memory System 

set preferences for the 
, and 20 radio

4.0 litre 1-6 or 
engine. And an 
4WD system, 

your journe>^sstandard dual front air bags"'^
can discover

an

. Plus, for an
, Grand Cherokee also comes 

and ABS.
■ for yourself by

nearest dealer.

on

All of which you 
calling 1-800-925-JEEP for yourSitting 

rich leather-
power adiusiments, including 
if you decide to share, the Jeep 
allows two different drivers to 
driver’s seat position, outside mirrors 
presets all at the touch of a single button.

its

Jeep
ONLY ONETHERE’S

aclemark of Chrysler Corporation.
regisievecl Lrfor children. Jeep is acom is the safest placeWeb site at 

seat belts.Visit our 
t Alwavs use



BOUTIQUES: MEW YORK, BEVERLY HILLS, COSTA MESA, Palm beach,
INFORMATION bal harbour.ON CHANEL FINE aspen, HONOLULJEWELRY, PLEASE

CALL 800-S50-0005


